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Abstract

The field of soft matter has been described as “ an amalgamation of methods and con-
cepts, [...] an interdisciplinary offspring” emerging from the intersection of physics,
chemistry, engineering, biology, materials, and mathematics. Nevertheless, a unifying
characteristic of soft matter systems can be identified as reconfigurability, due to a keen
response to external forces. Here we examine four soft systems: colloidal particles as-
sembling randomly onto a thin wire, bird species assembling in a tropical forest, mi-
crotubules buckled using optical tweezers, and elastic filaments (microtubules) or sheets
(graphene) exhibiting rate-independent adhesion hysteres in peeling.
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0
Introduction

What is soft matter? In a 1997 paper, Tom Lubensky defined soft materials as “materials

that will not hurt your hand if you hit them.” However, the term “soft matter” dates back

to 1970s, when its french version, “matière molle” was used internally in Pierre-Gilles de

Gennes’ lab. The english translation of “soft matter” was popularized by de Gennes in his

1991 Nobel prize lecture. He characterized soft matter systems as having “large response

1



functions”, meaning they can undergo large changes in response to outside forces. By this

definition, “soft” is closer in meaning to “sensitive”, rather than soft in a tactile sense. More

recently, in 2015, Jesse Silverberg described soft matter as “ ... an amalgamation of meth-

ods and concepts,” and an “interdisciplinary offspring” emerging from the intersection of

physics, chemistry, engineering, biology, materials, and mathematics. Therefore, perhaps

soft matter, fittingly, does not have a rigid definition; rather, it blurs - or softens - the lines

between traditional scientific disciplines.

Interesting characteristics of soft matter systems may include: mesoscopic scale (in be-

tween the atomic scale and the system size) physical structures , excitation at thermally-

comparable energies, self-assembly, and distinctive fracture behavior. Here we examine

four problems involving soft systems: the random self-assembly of colloidal particles onto

a wire, the community assembly of tropical birds competing for acoustic space, the soften-

ing of microtubules when buckled using optical tweezers, and the static adhesion hysteresis

arising in peeling elastic structures.

In chapter 1, inspired by observations of beads packed on a thin string in such systems

as sea-grapes and dental plaque, we study the random parking of spheres on a cylinder.

We determine the asymptotic fractional coverage of the cylinder as a function of the sole

parameter in the problem, the ratio of the sphere radius to the cylinder radius (for a very

long cylinder) using a combination of analysis and numerical simulations. Examining the

asymptotic structures, we find weak chiral ordering on sufficiently small spatial scales and

a nonmonotonic dependence of coverage with the radius ratio. Experiments involving

colloidal microspheres that can attach irreversibly to a silica wire via electrostatic forces or

DNA hybridization allow us to verify our predictions for the asymptotic coverage.

2



While in the first chapter we deal with a forward problem related to random parking,

in chapter 2 we turn our attention to an inverse problem: given a complex, noisy situation

such as the putative division of spectral space among sympatric bird species, can we infer

the underlying process that generates the observed community of species? However, be-

fore tackling this issue, we examine the simpler, yet nontrivial, issue of whether the division

of spectral space is real or not. The acoustic niche hypothesis suggests that vocal signals of

sympatric animal species are structured so as to minimize acoustic interference to enable

communication. Thus, each species attempts to establish its own acoustic bandwidth so

that its signals are not masked, which results in partitioning of the frequency spectrum.

Previous studies examining spectral partitioning in animal communities have found mixed

results, possibly as a consequence of overlooking the importance of physiological and eco-

logical constraints. Here we introduce a new test to account for these constraints and find

significant evidence of acoustic partitioning in geographically localized tropical bird com-

munities. For communities where the signal may have been obscured by excessively large

spatial sampling scales, we modify our test of acoustic partitioning allowing us to revisit the

evidence and show that it supports the acoustic niche hypothesis with further testing.

In chapter 3 we show that microtubules soften in response to compressive loads due to

cross-sectional flattening and buckling. Specifically, we use optical trapping to continu-

ously bend an isolated microtubule while simultaneously measuring the applied force and

the resulting filament strain, thus allowing us to determine its elastic properties over a wide

range of applied strains. We find that, while in the low-strain regime, microtubules may

be quantitatively described in terms of the classical Euler-Bernoulli elastic filament, above

a critical strain they deviate from this simple elastic model, showing a softening response

3



with increasing deformations. A three-dimensional thin-shell model, in which the increased

mechanical compliance is caused by flattening and eventual buckling of the filament cross-

section, captures this softening effect in the high strain regime and yields quantitative values

of the effective mechanical properties of microtubules. Our results demonstrate that prop-

erties of microtubules are highly dependent on the magnitude of the applied strain and

offer a new interpretation for the large variety in microtubule mechanical data measured by

different methods.

Finally, in chapter 4 we examine adhesive interactions between elastic structures such

as graphene sheets and microtubule, which exhibit rate-independent hysteresis due to ir-

recoverable energy loss associated with bond breakage. To understand this, we investigate

discrete elastic chain models of peeling from either rigid and flexible substrates and quantify

the energy loss due to stress rearrangement at bonding/debonding events. We show that

hysteresis emerges from the coupling of a local event (bond breaking) to a nonlocal event

(overall elastic relaxation). Imposing the invariance of scaled energy loss, we find a unique

self-consistent method of fine/coarse-graining both the rigid and flexible substrate systems.

We test our findings using experiments involving physically adherent microtubules peeling

away from each other.

The work compiled in this thesis has either been published or is under review: chapter 1

will be published under the title “Random sequential adsorption of spheres on a cylinder”,

chapter 2 is under review under the title “Constrained partitioning of avian acoustic sig-

nals”; chapter 3 is published as “Microtubules softer due to cross-sectional flattening”; and

chapter 4 is under review as “Static adhesion hysteresis in elastic structures.”
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1
Parking spheres on a cylinder

Adsorption processes in which particles are randomly deposited on an extended substrate

can occur in a broad range of physical, chemical, and biological systems, such as binding of

ligands on polymer chains, chemisorption, physisorption, coating, paint, filtration, design-

ing composites, drug delivery, and solid-state transformations6,7,8,9,10,11. On the one hand,

the monolayer adsorption of small molecules is usually described by an equilibrium pic-
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ture, resulting from adsorption-desorption kinetics, particle hopping, or diffusion6,12. On

the other hand, larger molecules (proteins, viruses, bacteria, colloids, cells) may interact

with the surface so strongly that they exhibit virtually no desorption, surface diffusion,

or reaccomodation, and do not interact with subsequently adsorbed molecules except

for steric exclusion effects 13,14,15,12. The irreversible particle deposition that occurs in such

nonequilibrium systems can be modeled as a random sequential adsorption (RSA) pro-

cess 12,16, also known as a “car parking problem” in the one-dimensional continuum case 17.

Two natural questions are of central interest in RSA 18,19,20. The first is the surface cov-

erage fraction ρ∞ – the ratio of surface covered by adsorbed particles to the total collector

area in the longtime limit, when there is no more space for additional particles to adsorb.

This surface coverage fraction is smaller than the close-packing density. The second is the

kinetics of particle adsorption ρ (t). The answers to both these questions depend on the

geometry, dimensionality, size, and shape of the particles being adsorbed9.

The simplest version of the problem is the case of uniform size segments being adsorbed

on an infinite line, solved analytically by Renyi 17. Since then, many variants of this problem

have been studied - by considering the role of dimensionality and shape of both the parti-

cles and the substrate as well as particle size distribution. These include considerations of

heterogeneous 1D particles on 1D substrates, 1D particles on flat 2D substrates (needles on

a plane 21,13, polymer chains on a lattice 22,7, dimers on a ladder 23,24), 2D particles on flat 2D

substrates (disks, rectangles/ellipses 25,21 with fixed or arbitrary orientation, stars and other

concave objects 26, mixed concave/convex objects9, or compound objects 19 on a plane or on

a narrow strip 27); 3D particles on fractals 28 or porous solids 12; and 3D particles on flat 2D

substrate (polydisperse spheres on a plane 29).
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Here we consider the adsorption of spheres on a cylindrical wire, inspired by a range of

biological systems that exhibit such a morphology, such as those shown in Fig. 1. These in-

clude dental plaque which exhibits a ”corncob” morphology (Fig. 1A), comprised of strep-

tococci held by an extracellular polysaccharide matrix on large filamentous bacteria 30,1, and

fruits such as peppercorn, winterberry, and seagrapes (Fig. 1C,D), where phyllotaxis may

also be relevant 31. Despite the commonality of these observations, there seem to be few

studies on the adsorption of objects onto curved substrates.

Some exceptions include parking on spheres 14,32,10,33,34,35, hyperboloids 35, projective planes 35,

and cylinders 10. Previous studies 10,36 have argued that the asymptotic coverage ρcyl∞ for ran-

dom parking of spheres of radius R on a cylinder of radius r and length L can be related to

that of disks on a flat plane by effectively unrolling the cylinder that passes through the cen-

ters of the particles: ρcyl∞ := N∞πR2/ (2πrL) = ρplane∞ (1 + R/r), whereN∞ is the number

of particles adsorbed in the infinite time limit. This approximation is valid for relatively

small values of R/r but breaks down as particles become larger compared to the cylinder

(R/r → ∞) – in other words, when wire curvature becomes important. Here, we do not

limit ourselves to the weak curvature regime and use a combination of analysis, simula-

tions, and experiments, to characterize the asymptotic coverage of spheres on a rigid wire as

a function of R/r.

1.1 Results

We start by noting that the adsorption of spheres of radius R on a cylinder of radius r is

characterized by two degrees of freedom – the axial coordinate z and the azimuthal angle φ

(Fig. 2A). Consequently, it is possible to map the 3D geometry of this process onto a 2D ad-
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Figure 1.1:Spheres-on-cylindermorphologiesin(A)dentalplaque“corncob”formations1,(B)seagrapes,(C)pepper-
corndrupes,and(D)winterberries.

sorption problem in the φ−z plane, where spheres are characterized by an angular envelope

with an extent that depends on the axial coordinate. Such a transformation has been used

previously in studies pertaining to the packing of spheres inside a cylinder 37,38. To find this

angular envelope, consider a sphere whose center is located at (z0, φ0). In a horizontal slice

at height z, the radius of the circle is s(z − z0) =
√
R2 − (z− z0)2 and its angular extent is

Δφ = arcsin (s(z− z0)/(R+ r)) (Fig. 2A). This gives us an equation for φ(z) – that is,

the shape of a sphere in the φ − z plane:

φ(z− z0) = φ0 ± Δφ

= φ0 ± arcsin

[√
R2 − (z− z0)2
(R+ r)

]
,

(1.1)

where z− z0 ∈ [−R, R].
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Figure 1.2: (A)Cartoonofspheresadsorbedonawire.Asectioningplaneindicatedthroughtheshadechangeisshown
below,withr indicatingthecylinderradiusandRtheparticleradius,ρ indicatingtheradiusofaparticularcross-
sectionthroughtheparticle,andΔφ indicatingtheanglesubtendedbytheparticlecross-sectionatthecenterof
thewire.(B)Two-dimensionalrepresentationintheφ − zplaneofspheresofradiusR = 1adsorbingonacylinder
ofradiusr = 1andlengthL = 20.(C)Longtimecoverageρ(3D)

∞ versusscaledwiresizẽr = r/R (Eq.1.3)from
effective2Dsimulationsofspheresparkingonacylinder.Thedashedblacklineindicatesthelongtimecoveragefor
randomsequentialadsorptionofspheresonaplane,limr̃→∞ ρ(3D)

∞ = (2/3) limr̃→∞ ρ(2D)
∞ ≈ 0.3647,where

limr̃→∞ ρ(2D)
∞ ≈ 0.5471 istheasymptoticcoverageofdiscsonaplane.9



Consequently, random sequential adsorption of spheres on a cylinder is equivalent to

random sequential adsorption of oblong 2D objects with shape given by Eq. 1.1 on a 2D

strip of width 2π and length L (Fig. 1.2B). We simulate the latter process for different val-

ues of the ratio between cylinder and particle size r̃≡ r/R, using periodic boundary condi-

tions. For each deposition attempt we generate a pair of random numbers (φ, z) represent-

ing a potential adsorption site and check for overlaps with existing particles in the vicinity.

In the absence of overlaps, the trial particle is successfully adsorbed and remains fixed there-

after; otherwise it is removed from the system. Since reaching a completely blocked state in

which there remains no space for new particles to adsorb may take very long, we instead ex-

trapolateN∞, the asymptotic number of particles deposited on the cylinder, from the long-

time kinetics 39,26,25. That is, for particles with two degrees of freedom, ρ∞ − ρ (τ) ∼ τ−1/2,

as τ → ∞, where scaled time τ is the attempt number times the area fraction of a particle

scaled by the total area of the substrate. In addition, to minimize boundary effects, we use a

cylinder size L that is large compared to the particle size R 19.

To find the longtime coverage fromN∞, we define coverage as the ratio of occupied

to available area in the 2D φ − z space (where “area” has dimensions of length, since it is

defined in the φ − z plane). The area occupied by a sphere isA = Ã Rwhere Ã is the di-

mensionless area, Ã = 2
∫ 1

−1
arcsin

[√
1 − z̃2
1 + r̃

]
dz̃, expressed in terms of the scaled axial

coordinate z̃ = (z− z0) /R and scaled cylinder radius r̃ = r/R. If we letN be the to-

tal number of spheres adsorbed up to the current time and L → ∞ be the length of the

cylinder, the 2D coverage density is given by

ρ(2D) (r̃) = NÃR
2πL =

1
2π

N
L̃
Ã =

λ (r̃) Ã (r̃)
2π , (1.2)
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where L̃ = L/R is the scaled cylinder length and λ = N/L̃ is the scaled linear particle

density. We note that in the limit r̃ → 0, we have Ã → 4 and ρ(2D) → 2λ (r̃) /π , while as

r̃ → ∞, Ã → π/r̃ and ρ(2D) → λ (r̃) / (2r̃).

To help facilitate the comparison to experiments, we convert the surface coverage ρ(2D)

to a three-dimensional coverage representing the ratio between the total volume of the ad-

sorbed spheres and the total available volume – that is, the volume of the cylindrical annu-

lus of inner radius r and outer radius r+ 2R:

ρ(3D) (r̃) = 4/3NπR3

4πRL (R+ r) =
1
3
N
L̃

1
1 + r̃ =

1
3
λ (r̃)
1 + r̃ . (1.3)

We note that in the low-curvature regime, r̃ → ∞, ρ(3D) → λ (r̃) / (3r̃) ≈ 0.3647 (Fig.

1.2C), while in the high-curvature regime, r̃ → 0, ρ(3D) → λ (r̃) /3.

How do these densities compare to the maximum densities achieved by close-packed

spheres on the surface of a cylinder? To get the maximum packing density as a function of

the ratio of wire and particle size, we refer to the literature on packing spheres inside cylin-

ders 38; as long as there is a single layers of particles inside the cylinder (that is, all the parti-

cles are in contact with the cylinder), the packing densities can be easily mapped to densities

corresponding to packing on the surface of a cylinder. Using this method we find that the

ratio of random to close-packed densities varies around 0.62. For example, when r̃ → 0, the

random parking density is around 0.288 (Fig. 1.2C), while the densest packing of spheres in-

side a cylinder twice as large as the particles is around 0.47, giving a ratio of 0.61. Similarly,

when r̃ = 0.5, the corresponding ratio is approximately 0.63.

To test our predictions, we designed an experimental system consisting of colloidal mi-

crospheres that can irreversibly attach to a wire (see Appendix for details of the protocols).
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Figure 1.3: (A)Schematic(left)andopticalmicrograph(right)ofnegativelychargedparticlesbindingirreversiblyto
apositivelychargednanowire(B)Schematic(left)andopticalmicrograph(right)ofDNA-coatedparticlesbindingto
nanowirecoatedwithcomplementaryDNAstrands.(C)Linearparticledensityλversusscaledwiresizẽr = r/Rand
(D)3Dasymptoticdensityρ(3D)

∞ versusscaledwiresizẽr = r/Rfromsimulations(blackcrosses),andexperiments
usingeitherelectrostaticattraction(redsquares,yellowcircles,andgreentrianglesshowresultsfromthreedifferent
experimentsamples)orDNAhybridization(bluediamonds).Thedashedblacklineindicates,asinFig.1.2C,thelong-
timecoverageforrandomsequentialadsorptionofspheresonaplane,limr̃→∞ ρ(3D)

∞ ≈ 0.3647.Shadedregions
indicateanintervaloftwostandarddeviationsfromthemeansimulationresults.Inordertoreproducetheexperi-
mentaluncertaintyassociatedwithsmallparticlesnumbers,simulationswereperformedonshortwiresegmentsthat
accommodatearound50particles.
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An aqueous dispersion of microspheres, which have an average radius R = 0.65m, is al-

lowed to adhere to a silica wire via two different kinds of attractive interactions to drive the

microsphere to adsorb: electrostatic and DNA-mediated interactions. For electrostatic-

mediated adsorption, we use oppositely charged microspheres and nanowires. The sur-

faces of the colloidal polystyrene microspheres contain negatively charged sulfate groups.

To impart positive charge to the nanowire, we coat it with a cationic polyelectrolyte, poly-

diallyldimethylammonium chloride (details in Appendix). After the colloidal microspheres

are dispersed in water in the presence of the nanowire, they adsorb on the wire surface

(Fig. 3A).

For DNA-mediated adsorption, we functionalize the colloidal microspheres and silica

nanowire with complementary DNA strands, which at room temperature can form strong,

irreversible bonds between the wire and the particles (Fig. 3B). The DNA strands contain

a dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) group, which binds to an azide group of a polymer layer

deposited on the surfaces of the wire and the microspheres (details in Appendix). For both

electrostatic and DNA-mediated adsorption, we do not observe particles diffusing on the

surface or desorbing within the experimental timescale. Furthermore, in both systems, the

range of the interaction between adsorbed particles is much smaller than the particle size.

Thus, both experimental systems provide a reasonable realization of the random sequential

adsorption process. Using experiments on wires with different radii that range from 0.1–0.6

m allows us to examine adsorption over a range of r̃ values.

To find ρ(3D)
∞ experimentally, we count the number of particlesN∞ adsorbed on a wire

segment of length L and average radius r and compute the normalized linear particle den-

sity for that segment, λ∞ (r̃) = N∞/L̃. The results from experiments using electrostatic
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interactions are consistent between different samples (red squares, yellow circles, and green

triangles in Fig. 3C) and with results obtained using DNA-mediated attraction (blue dia-

monds in Fig. 3C).

We see that our experimental results are consistent with results of simulations (Fig. 3C,

black line) on wire segments of comparable length to the wire segments in the experiments

(Fig. 3A and 3B). While a few experimental points lie outside the two-sigma interval (Fig. 3C,

black shaded region) of the simulation results, these deviations are likely associated with

the effects of energetics and kinetics. In our analysis and simulations, all contacts are as-

sumed to be point contacts, while in reality, the contact interactions have a non-zero range.

As a result, the energy of a contact decreases as the curvature of the wire increases. Conse-

quently, the regime in which wires are highly curved (small r̃) is difficult to probe experi-

mentally because weakly bound particles on highly curved wires can detach more quickly,

leading to undersaturation. Indeed, the data are consistent with this – the measured den-

sities at the smallest r̃ values for both the electrostatic and DNA-mediated interactions fall

below the simulated values (Fig. 3C and 3D, red squares and blue diamonds). Nonethe-

less, outside of these values, the experimental results agree with those of simulation, and,

importantly, both the simulations and experiments show that the longtime coverage lies

below that for random sequential adsorption on a plane (Fig 3D). These results validate

our understanding of random sequential adsorption at weak to moderate wire curvature

(̃r ≳ 0.2).

Although energetic and kinetic limitations prevent us from experimentally exploring the

limit of high wire curvature (̃r ≲ 0.2), we can understand this regime theoretically in terms

of the effective parking of 2D shapes on the unwrapped cylinder (Eq. (1.2)). Simulations
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in this regime reveal a surprising effect: ρ(2D)
∞ varies non-monotonically with wire radius

(Fig. 4), in contrast to λ∞ and ρ(3D)
∞ , both of which vary monotonically with r̃ (Figs. 2C, 3C,

3D).

To understand this, we note that from Eq. (1.2) we see that ρ(2D)
∞ is the product of two

terms that depend on the scaled cylinder radius r̃. While Ã = 2
∫ 1
−1 arcsin

[√
1 − z̃2/(1 + r̃)

]
dz̃

necessarily decreases as r̃ increases, the asymptotic particle density λ̃∞ increases with r̃, since

the maximum angular extent Δφmax = sin−1 (1/(1 + r̃)) decreases, allowing for more

spheres to fit around the wire. The contrasting behavior of the two terms indeed allows for

the observed non-monotonicity in ρ(2D)
∞ , though it does not guarantee it. In contrast, we

find ρ(3D)
∞ increases monotonically with r̃ in simulations (Fig. 2C), even though Eq. (1.3),

which expresses ρ(3D)
∞ as the ratio of two terms that both increase with r̃, does not exclude

non-monotonic behavior.

Having examined the longtime coverage as a function of wire curvature, we now turn to

the second quantity of interest, the kinetics of particle adsorption. Interestingly, in ideal-

ized conditions where the energetics of the substrate-particle interaction play no role, there

is a near-universal law (for convex particles) associated with the kinetic approach to the

asymptotic coverage, described by a power-law form9,40

ρ∞ − ρ (τ) ∼ τ−1/df , τ → ∞, (1.4)

where time τ is defined so that each trial (adsorption attempt) corresponds to a scaled time

increment equal to the area of an adsorbing particle scaled by the system area and df rep-

resents the number of degrees of freedom of the object. In our system df = 2, mean-

ing that we expect to find ρ∞ − ρ (τ) ∼ τ−1/2. However, we also note that quasi-one-
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Figure 1.4:Longtime(asymptotic)coverageρ(2D)
∞ versusscaledwiresizẽr = r/R (Eq.(1.3))fromsimulation.The

dashedblacklineat0.5471indicatesthelongtimecoveragefortherandomadsorptionofdiscsontheplane(thatis,in
thelimit̃r → ∞).

dimensionality emerges with increasing wire curvature, in that the 2D strip in φ − z space

becomes increasingly narrow in the φ direction, which could change the asymptotic ki-

netics accordingly 27. For example, in the limit r̃ → 0, the strip allows no more than two

spheres to fit (tightly) around the cylinder at the same value of z. However, we do not ob-

serve a crossover to 1D asymptotic kinetics in our simulations as r̃ → 0, which suggests that

the asymptotic exponent df = 2, independent of the scaled cylinder size r̃.

1.2 Discussion

Strongly and weakly charged colloidal chiral orderings in cylinders have been studied both

theoretically and experimentally41. An interesting question is whether any chiral order
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emerges on short scales in our random adsorption process, where the system is not allowed

to relax to its ground state. Long-time adsorption structures such as those shown in Fig.

1.5A suggest that there may be preferential alignment along certain directions. To quan-

tify the alignment, we define an angular density-density correlation ⟨n (⃗r) n (⃗r′, θ)⟩which

counts pairs of particles whose centers are aligned at an angle θ within some tolerance Δy

(Fig. 1.5A, red shaded regions). An example of this correlation function is shown in Fig.

1.5B for the case in which we consider only pairs of particles within a range of 10R from each

other. From visual inspection of Fig. 1.5A, the density-density correlation function exhibits

two moderate peaks at values of±θmax symmetric around θ = 0. Sufficiently increasing

the range over which we compute density correlations will eventually lead to the disappear-

ance of the peaks. This is what we expect intuitively: as noted previously, random parking

densities are only about 60 % of the maximum close-packing densities, which suggests that

ordering cannot survive on arbitrarily large scales.

Repeating this analysis for different values of r̃ = r/R, we find that the maximal density

direction θmax varies with r̃ (Fig. 1.5C, black crosses) such that the relationship between

tan θmax and r̃ is linear: tan θmax ≈ 3̃r (Fig. 1.5C, red dashed line). Very large particles

(R ≫ r or r̃ → 0) tend to be slightly more aligned axially, while smaller particles (increasing

r̃), with θmax → π/2, tend to be more aligned radially (to take advantage of the additional

space available due to substrate curvature).

In this letter, we have examined the random adsorption of large spherical particles on

a thin cylindrical wire. By reducing the 3D adsorption problem to an effective 2D prob-

lem, we showed that curvature effects can indeed become significant and thus cannot be

treated as a small perturbation. In order to test our predictions for the longtime particle
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density λ∞ as a function of the ratio r̃ of particle to wire size, we performed experiments

in which the particle-wire interaction was mediated by electrostatics or DNA hybridiza-

tion and showed the results are consistent with each other and with the results of simula-

tions. While the high curvature limit was not accessible experimentally because of kinetic

effects, simulations in this regime reveal an intriguing non-monotonic behavior of the 2D

asymptotic coverage ρ(2D)
∞ . Meanwhile, the 3D asymptotic coverage ρ(3D)

∞ varies monotoni-

cally with the ratio r̃ of wire to particle size, providing a recipe for designing structures with

well-defined volume coverage simply by tuning the ratio of the radii. Accounting for the

energetics of substrate and particle deformation is a natural, if complicated, next step.
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Figure 1.5: (A)Two-dimensionalrepresentationintheφ− zplaneofspheresofradiusR = 20adsorbingonacylinder
ofradiusr = 1andlengthL = 1000.Tocomputetheangulardensity-densitycorrelationfunction,wefixaparticle
(showninred),considerastripofwidthΔyalongadirectionθ,andcountthenumberofparticleswhosecentersare
containedinsidethisstrip.Repeatingthisprocedureforallparticlesandthenfordifferentanglesθyields(B)aplotof
theangulardensity-densitycorrelation⟨n (⃗r) n (⃗r′, θ)⟩asafunctionofangleθ.(C)Varying̃r = r/Rchangesthe
maximaldensitydirectionθmax (thatis,theangleforwhich⟨n (⃗r) n (⃗r′, θ)⟩ ismaximum)astan θmax ≈ 3̃r.
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1.3 Methods and Materials

1.3.1 Nanowire fabrication

We fabricate a thin cylindrical wire by tapering an optical fiber made of silica (supplied

by Newport Corporation, part number F-SMF-28). First, we strip the outer layer from a

piece of a fiber and clean the cladding by wiping it with isopropanol. We then attach the

two ends of the fiber to two motorized stages and place a burner at the center of the fiber.

Pulling the fiber by the motorized stages while the burner applies heat thins the wire down

gradually until it eventually breaks. The resulting wires are imaged with scanning electron

microscopy, which allows us to measure the local wire diameter. Data from four differ-

ent nanowires show that the change in wire diameter is approximately linear and gradual

along the length of the fiber. Diameter variations for four different wires per 10m length

are 1.76 nm, 3.63 nm, 5.12 nm, and 3.85 nm.

1.3.2 Preparation of positively charged nanowire

We submerge the nanowire overnight in a 1M KOH solution to impart a negative charge to

its surface. After the KOH treatment, we wash the nanowire five times with MilliQ water

and transfer it to a solution of poly-diallyldimethylammonium chloride (shortened as poly-

DADMAC, purchased from Polysciences Inc., Molecular weight 240,000) in 20mM Tris-

HCl buffer, prepared by mixing 28% w/w polyDADMAC in water with 40mM Tris-HCl

in 50:50 ratio and vortexing for 30 s. After waiting 4–5 hours to allow the polyDADMAC

to coat the nanowire, providing a positively charged surface, we take the nanowire out and

wash it well with MilliQ water.
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1.3.3 Preparation of negatively charged colloidal particles

We purchase 8% w/v sulfate-modified polystyrene particles (supplied by Molecular Probes,

Life Technologies Inc.) with an average diameter of 1.3 m and wash them three times by

centrifuging at 4000 g and re-dispersing in MilliQ water. After the final wash, we disperse

them in 0.05mM NaCl in water, resulting in a final particle concentration of 2% w/v.

1.3.4 Preparation of DNA functionalized nanowire

To functionalize the silica nanowire with DNA oligonucleotides, we first clean it by overnight

submersion in 1M KOH, then rinse with MilliQ water five times, and transfer it into (3-

aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) solution. We prepare the solution by mixing 100mL

methanol (99.9%, supplied by VWR), 5mL glacial acetic acid (99.8%, supplied by Acros

Organics), and 3mL APTES (99%, supplied by Sigma-Aldrich). After treating the nanowire

in this solution for 30min, we rinse it with methanol and MilliQ water and transfer it to a

PEG solution. The PEG solution is prepared by mixing NHS-PEG (5000 Da, supplied

by Nanocs) and NHS-PEG-N3 (5000 Da, supplied by Nanocs) in 10:1 ratio and dissolving

them in 0.1M sodium bicarbonate buffer. We place the nanowire along with 192 L of PEG

solution between two glass coverslips and leave it overnight, at room temperature, so that

the amino groups from APTES can form covalent linkages throughN-hydroxysuccinimide

(NHS) chemistry and form a PEG layer. The following day, we take the nanowire out from

the PEG solution and rinse it with MilliQ water. Afterward, we attach DNA oligonu-

cleotides to the NHS-PEG-N3 molecules on the nanowire surface by copper-free click

chemistry. The DNA strands are 64-bases long and are synthesized with a dibenzocyclooc-

tyne (DBCO) group on the 5′- end (purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, HPLC
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purified). We put the nanowire in 10M of 168 L DBCO-DNA (5′-T50-AAGAGTAGGT

TGATG-3′) in phosphate buffer, sandwich it between two coverslips, and leave it for 24 h

before finally rinsing the nanowire with MilliQ water.

1.3.5 Preparation of DNA functionalized colloidal particles

To coat the polystyrene microspheres with high density DNA brushes (5′-T50-CCACA

TCAACCTACT-3′) we incorporate a diblock copolymer made from polystyrene and

poly(ethylene oxide)-azide into the microspheres and then attach DBCO-DNA to the azide

functional group using copper-free click chemistry.

1.3.6 Sample setup, imaging, and data anaysis

After either functionalization method, we place the functionalized nanowire between two

glass coverslips to make a sandwich sample chamber whose thickness is set to 67m using

mylar-film spacers. We then inject the suspension of particles and wait 10min before wash-

ing out excess particles. We wash by injecting a control solution with the same salt concen-

tration as the colloidal suspension. We use NaCl for electrostatic screening in both cases:

0.05mM NaCl for electrostatic interactions and 200mM NaCl for DNA-mediated interac-

tions.

Finally, we image the sample using a 60×water immersion objective. Using optical mi-

croscopy images (Fig. 3A, 3B), we count the number of particles on wire segments of about

30 m (chosen such that the segment diameters do not vary significantly along the length)

and calculate Ñ. We assign error bars on r̃ = r/R based on the known polydispersity in

particle size and the uncertainty in estimating the diameter of the wire. To calculate this un-
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certainty, we use the uncertainty in fitting and the difference in wire diameter between the

two ends of the segment analyzed. Because the experimental images analyzed do not have

periodic boundary conditions at the end of the wire segments, we find a number of parti-

cles that are only partially in the field of view of each analyzed segment. For each segment,

we assign a lower limit of Ñ by not counting those particles and an upper limit by counting

them. Then we calculate the mean and standard deviation of Ñ to assign an error bar to Ñ.
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2
Packing bird species in spectral space

The partitioning of niche space by sympatric species in order to reduce competition is a

fundamental concept in ecology42. An ecological niche can generally be thought of as a

hypervolume in the space of factors required for the existence of a given species43. Typical

factors considered include material and energetic considerations such as food, habitat, and

environmental conditions. Equally, as information transmission and signaling efficiency
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could direct fitness consequences44, “acoustic space” may also be a scarce resource that or-

ganisms compete for45, especially in crowded, dark habitats with dense vegetation, wherein

optical cues become less reliable. In that case, according to the acoustic partitioning hypoth-

esis, we would expect to see a nonrandom segregation of signal frequency (and/or other

signal properties such as trill rate) among co-occurring species. Such segregation could man-

ifest itself as an effective repulsive force between signal frequencies of neighboring species,

resulting in a distribution of signal spacings that is more even than would be expected un-

der the null hypothesis.

However, results of published studies have been mixed, 46,47,48,49,44,50, possibly as a par-

tial consequence of alternative strategies for alleviating acoustic interference, such as tem-

poral avoidance (on short or long scales), spatial avoidance (horizontally or vertically), or

tuning recognition space 51. There is also evidence for an opposite effect, of signal cluster-

ing rather than divergence, in bird species signaling in temporal and spatial proximity46.

Here, also, opinions are mixed, with an earlier study showing that songs of bird species

in the same stratum of the forest and during the same 30-minute interval were the most

dispersed 52. Signal clustering among closely related species could represent a defense mech-

anism against heterospecific intrusions 53,54, as tropical birds often use song matching to

defend their territory against conspecifics 55

Evaluations of acoustic partitioning can also be weakened by design choices of studies

46, such as relatively small sample sizes (<30 species) or sampling on an excessively large spa-

tial scale. Additionally, one must also take physiological and ecological constraints into

account when investigating the acoustic niche hypothesis. Most importantly, the scaling of

vocalization frequency with body mass together with the body mass distribution constraint
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Figure 2.1:A)Frequency-masscorrelationconstraint:correlationbetweenbodymassmandvocalizationfrequency
ν fortheanimalsshown.Thefulllinecorrespondstotheν ∼ m−0.4 scalingderivedinthesourcetextbasedonmax-
imizingsignalrange;thedashedlinecorrespondtoaninverse-lengthscalingν ∼ m−0.33.Figureadaptedfrom2.B)
Massdistributionconstraint:logbody-massdistributionofbirdspeciesinfourregionsofapproximatelyequalarea
fromdifferentlatitudes.Theregionsshown,labeledbythelargergeographicalunittheyarepartof,are:Manitobaand
Mississippi(top);SurinameandAmapa(bottom).C)Backgroundnoiseconstraint:powerspectra(black)shownona-
vianbackgroundnoisefortropicalwetforest(top)andtemperateforest(bottom).Redlinesplotexcessattenuation
(dB/100m).Figureadaptedfrom3.

effectively bias the distribution of acoustic signals in frequency space, an effect largely ig-

nored in the literature. For instance, in a meta-analysis that finds partitioning in three out

of eleven frog assemblages, Chek et al.48 fail to account for this bias, generating their null

data by sampling uniformly between the minimum and maximum frequencies of the target

datasets. However, a more sophisticated swap-based null model, as used by Tobias et al.46

likely does a good job of implicitly accounting for the frequency bias.

Here we examine five tropical locations for signs of spectral partitioning among bird

species, explicitly correcting for the frequency bias induced by constraints. We find such a

signal in three out of five locations examined. The other two locations, whose signals may

be obscured by excessively large sampling scales, also show signs of partitioning with fur-

ther testing.
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2.1 Constraints

2.1.1 Frequency-mass scaling

Vocalization frequency ν is correlated with body massm across a large range of animal

masses via the scaling law log ν ∼ - α logm, with α ∈ [0.3 − 0.4] (Fig. 2.1A).

2.1.2 Mass distribution

In most animal species, the distribution of log-mass is unimodal and skewed. While the un-

derlying cause for this effect is not well understood, it may be attributed, for example, to

the fractal nature of an environment (resulting in more space available for smaller species)

or to size-dependent speciation and extinction 56 and changes with taxonomic level, spa-

tial scale, and latitude 56,57, as in birds 58. In Fig. 2.1B, we plot the body-mass distribution of

bird species in four locations of equal area using geographic distribution 59 and mass data60;

while locations at similar latitudes have very similar distributions, the distribution weight

shifts towards smaller masses with decreasing latitude. Notably, the change in the log-mass

distribution with decreasing latitude occurs precisely in the direction that allows for more

even partitioning in frequency space (i.e. towards smaller masses).

2.1.3 Sound perception

The mechanism of sound perception can inform our search for acoustic partitioning. For

example, some authors61 advocate using a logarithmic rather than absolute frequency scale

to study animal vocal communication, while others suggest that songbirds use spectral

shape rather than pitch for sound recognition62. As there seems to be no consensus, we test
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for partitioning in both normal frequency space (ν) and log-frequency space (̃ν ≡ log ν), as

in Fig. 2.3B.

2.1.4 Habitat

The environment poses a constraint on the perception of sound by birds primarily through

background noise (mostly produced by insects) and frequency-dependent attenuation (e.g.

due to trees and vegetation). Figure 2.1C shows nonavian noise levels (black) as well as ex-

cess attenuation (red) in tropical and temperate forests. Notably, tropical forests have rel-

atively high attenuation and high levels of background noise, except in a pocket around

approximately 1 – 4 KHz (Fig. 2.1C), within which most birds likely communicate.

2.1.5 Sampling scale

Ideally, acoustic signals would be sampled at a single point in space46, but sampling scales

comparable to typical species’ ranges or communication distances, on the order of 100 m63,

may also be adequate. Sampling over larger scales would weaken any potential spectral par-

titioning signal, intermixing data from spatially distant sites.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Analysis methods

For data collection purposes we make use of sources such as online bird sound libraries64

and commercial bird sound CDs65. To increase statistical power, we pick five locations

with a large number of bird species recorded (∼ 100). We complement this data with two
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Figure 2.2:A)Tropicaldatasetlocationsandtheirabbreviations.Twolocationsincludebothdatacompiledbyus
fromonline/commercialsourcesaswellasdatacollectedfromtheliterature.Literaturedatasetsareabbreviatedin
lowercase,whiletherestareabbreviatedinuppercase.B)Side-by-sidefrequencyhistogramsfortropicaldatasets.
Thesizeofabarindicatesthenumberofbirdspecieswithintherespectivefrequencybin.Colorsindicateperceived
clusteringofdatasetsintotwogroups:[LS],[LA],[la],[RC],and[rc](blue);[SI]and[M](green).Reddashedlinesindicate
thefrequencycut-offsusedforeachdataset(seeSection2.4.3).C)Normalizedlog-massdistributionsforfivetropical
datasets.Clusteringintotwogroupsisapparent:[SI](yellow),[M](green),and[RC](black,dashed);[LS](blue)and[la]
(purple).

datasets previously published in the literature at two locations that overlap with the five

locations we picked (see Section 2.4.1).

For a given dataset, our analysis proceeds as follows: for each species s (s ∈ {1, 2, . . . S})

we quantify its massms, by scraping data from an online reference book66, and dominant

frequency of its acoustic signal νs, by averaging across recordings of the species in that lo-

cation (see Section 2.4.2). In light of the constraint imposed by environmental noise (Fig.

2.1C), we remove outliers as shown in Fig. 2.2B. We then quantify the evenness of the re-

sulting set of frequencies {νs} by examining the distribution of nearest neighbor spacing on

the frequency line Δνs = νs+1 − νs, where species s ∈ {1, 2, . . . S} have been ordered by fre-

quency. More precisely, we scale the intervals Δνs by the frequency range νmax − νmin, i.e. let

ps = Δνs/ (νS − ν1). Transforming the data in this way allows us to apply various evenness

metrics defined on the set of scaled spacings {ps}, most of which are based on either the sec-

ond momentD =
∑S−1

s=1 p2s or the Shannon entropyH′ = −
∑S−1

s=1 ps ln(ps) (see Section

2.4.7).
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First, we examine the results we get using a naive partitioning test that ignores the fre-

quency bias. For each dataset, we generate a large number of random datasets ν∗s of the same

size by sampling data uniformly in the frequency range: ν∗s ∼ U (min, max). We then com-

pute the percentile of the E1/D evenness score of the actual data against the scores of ran-

domly generated datasets. Under this simple null model, none of the five locations exhibits

“significant” evenness, i.e. an evenness score above the 95th percentile (Fig. 2.3B).

Next, we design a null model that properly controls for the frequency bias and is thus

better at detecting spectral partitioning. Thus, we generate random datasets by sampling

without replacement from a data pool comprising all the tropical datasets in such a way

that the random datasets have the same coarse-grained mass distribution as the original data

p∗ (m) = p (m) (see Section 2.4.3). Once again we compute the percentile of the evenness

score of the data among the randomly generated data, interpreting it as the significance level

for the hypothesis that the data is partitioned (Fig. 2.3C).

Finally, we remark that in the case that the data is sampled at multiple nearby, yet geo-

graphically separated sites, the spectral partitioning signal will be harder to detect. For such

cases, we devise a new test of spectral partitioning that involves comparing the similarity

between frequency distributions at different sampling sites before and after randomly shuf-

fling species among sites.

2.2.2 Frequency bias and local partitioning

The constraint on the mass distribution in a given environment translates, through frequency-

mass scaling, into a constraint on frequencies: frequencies corresponding to more abun-

dant masses also tend to be more abundant. Such a frequency bias acts to disrupt the spec-
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tral partitioning we are interested in. Consequently, rather than finding signs of approx-

imately uniform spacing between signals of different species (“global partitioning”), it

might only be possible to find signs of non-uniform spacing (“local partitioning”). In other

words, while species might still actively repel each other in spectral space, the average spac-

ing between neighboring signals may vary as a consequence of the frequency bias induced

by constraints.

Consequently, to detect spectral partitioning, we must either deconvolve the effect of the

frequency bias or force the same constraints onto the null model. In the first case, we can

apply the spectral unfolding technique developed in random matrix theory67,68,69, while

in the second approach we would compare a given dataset (“target dataset”) against other

randomly generated datasets subject to the same constraints. In this paper we focus mostly

on the second approach, believed to be more robust with smaller sample sizes, though we

also discuss the unfolding method and show that it also finds evidence of partitioning (see

Section 2.4.6).

2.2.3 Clustering in frequency and mass

Figure 2.2A maps the locations of the seven tropical datasets used in this paper, assigning

an abbreviation to each, with lowercase abbreviations denoting datasets collected from the

literature and uppercase denoting datasets compiled by us. Figure 2.2B shows normalised

frequency histograms for the seven datasets, revealing their apparent clustering into two

groups: the first one in which most of the bird frequencies are contained within the 1000–

4000 Hz band (blue), and a second one in which signals are spread out within the 1000–

8000 Hz band (green). The reason for this apparent clustering is unknown, though we
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surmise it may be connected to environmental conditions (e.g. tropical rain forests versus

cloud forests), as Fig. 2.2A shows that locations in the first group are all low-altitude (<300

m) while locations in the second group are high-altitude (>2000 m). For instance, the

smaller available frequency range for bird species in tropical rain forests (compared to the

range in tropical cloud forests) may be attributed to lower elevations having a higher abun-

dance of insects with high frequency calls and/or large food-items such as fruits (which

would favor larger bird species that tend to vocalize at lower frequencies). Interestingly, the

mass distributions also cluster, although the groups are slightly different now, with [RC]

switching sides (Fig. 2.2C).

2.2.4 Evenness metric selection

Since the uncertainty in a species’ peak frequency (e.g. due to intraspecific signal variation)

can be substantial (on the order of 10-100 Hz) relative to the average spacing ⟨Δνs⟩ between

species, it is important to employ metrics that perform well under high noise conditions.

Consequently, we test multiple evenness metrics/indices gathered from the literature, and

quantify their statistical power (see Section 2.4.8). Figure 2.3A shows, for the top three in-

dices, statistical power as a function of the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise (scaled

by mean spacing) for sampling fractions f = 1 (upper curves) and f = 0.75 (lower curves).

While E1/D = (1/D)/(S − 1) (Eq. 2.4), and E′ (Eq. 2.4) have been previously recognized as

having good performance70, the best performance was obtained using a new index S̄3 (Eq.

2.11), which we adapted from an index used to measure ecological similarity.
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Figure 2.3:Evennessindicesand“global”/“local”partitioningresults.A)Statisticalpowerofthetopthreeevenness
metrics,S̄3,(black)E1/D,(red)andE′ (blue)asafunctionofthenoiselevelrelativetospacing.Uppercurvesforeach
indexcorrespondtoasamplingfractionf = 1,whilelowercurvescorrespondtof = 0.75.B)Globalpartitioningtest:
evennessscoresofalldatasetsusingtheE1/D indexinfrequency(red)andlog-frequency(yellow)space.Theblack
dashedlineat0.51marksthemeanE1/D scoreofacompletelyrandomdatasetofsize100whiletheshadedblack
regionencompassesthe5–95percentileofrandomscores.C)Localpartitioningtest:percentileofevennessscorefor
eachdatasetcomparedagainstevennessscoresofsamplesfromadatapool(seeSection2.4.3),withhigherpercentile
indicatingthatthetargetdataismoreeventhanthesamplesfromthedatapool.Twosetsofevennessscoresare
computed,usinḡS3 (lighterblue)andE1/D (darkerblue)

.

2.2.5 Birds may perceive absolute frequency

Figure 2.3B shows the E1/D evenness score for our seven tropical as well as three non-tropical

datasets, computed in both frequency (red) and log-frequency (yellow) space. Note that

E1/D = (1/D)/(S − 1) takes values between 0 and 1, with larger values corresponding to

higher evenness. Scores are computed with each dataset restricted to either a 1-4 KHz or 1-8

KHz range, as indicated in Fig. 2.2A. We find that scores are consistently higher in normal-

than in log-frequency space, which may suggest that birds perceive absolute frequency

rather than relative frequency. Therefore, from now on we only examine partitioning in

normal frequency space. The dashed line at E1/D ≈ 0.51 indicates the mean E1/D evenness

score of a uniform random dataset of size 100 while the shaded region encompasses the 5 –

95 percentiles of random dataset scores.

If we take as our significance criterion an E1/D score higher than 95% of random dataset
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scores, none of the datasets can be said to be significantly even/partitioned, though the

[LS] dataset is close (Fig. 2.3B). However, as noted, this is a naive test of acoustic partition-

ing in that it does not consider the frequency bias induced by physiological and ecological

constraints. Thus, the fact that some datasets achieve rather high scores despite the biasing

effect supports more a rigorous examination of acoustic partitioning. As a control, we col-

lected datasets [N1], [N2], and [N3] from the literature, which assemble bird species from

various locations around the world. As would be expected if the acoustic niche hypothesis

were true, these non-tropical, allopatric datasets register the lowest evenness scores.

2.2.6 Partitioning results

While Fig. 2.3B is indicative of partitioning tests that neglect the frequency bias constraint,

Fig. 2.3C shows the results of partitioning tests that account for the bias. The vertical axis

is the mean percentile of the target dataset’s evenness score relative to the scores of null

datasets sampled from the data pool in a way that satisfies the mass constraint (see Section

2.4.3). Results computed with the top two indices, S̄3 and E1/D are shown in light and dark

blue, respectively. The dashed black line corresponds to a mean percentile of 95%, which we

take as a significance threshold.

Using the best performing index, S̄3 (Fig. 2.3A), to quantify evenness deems 3 datasets

significantly partitioned - [LA], [SI], and [M] (if instead we use E1/D, the latter dataset

drops below significance). The datasets from the other 2 tropical locations, [RC], [rc] and

[LA], [la], respectively are well below the 95 % threshold (as is the control, non-tropical

dataset [N2] sampled from all over Europe and North America).

Thus, while a constraint-agnostic analysis would find no significant signs of acoustic par-
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titioning, a more careful analysis uncovers evidence of partitioning in 3/5 tropical locations

surveyed. For the other 2 locations, it is possible that the signal is obscured by excessively

large sampling scales which can introduce redundancy. For instance, the [rc] data was sam-

pled at 3 sites, separated by 500 m to 1 km 52 while the [la] data was sampled at 91 sites spaced

at least 100 meters apart46. As noted in what follows, additional testing reveals some evi-

dence of partitioning in the other 2 locations as well.

2.2.7 Effect of considering species abundances

Since not all bird species present in a given region are equally abundant, they shouldn’t

necessarily be weighed equally when quantifying evenness. While there are ways to factor

species’ abundances into evenness metrics71, they are not rigorously investigated here. In-

stead, we simply note how the E1/D evenness scores (Fig. 2.3B) change when we remove the

more rare species, which may contribute relatively little to the acoustic competition land-

scape because of their low numbers. The E1/D evenness score for [RC] increases from 0.5

to 0.53 if we only keep the “common” and “fairly common” species 72 and to 0.67 if we

only keep the 20 species marked as “common”. However, reducing the sample size from

around 100 to 20 species increases the threshold for statistical significance from 0.58 to 0.69.

Notably, while the restriction of the [RC] dataset to the most abundant species does not

push the evenness score above the significance threshold, it does place it very close to it.

However, this effect is not reproduced in the other datasets: if we keep only the “common”

species, the E1/D score for [LA] drops to 0.4 while the score for [SI] remains constant at 0.5.
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2.2.8 Spatial tests of partitioning

As noted previously, when the sampling scale is excessively large, we expect the spectral

partitioning signal to deteriorate as a result of combining data from locations that are too

distant. However, if we posses higher resolution spatial data (i.e. the species present at each

sub-location within a given location), rather than lumping the data from all sub-locations

together, or examining each sub-location separately, a more sensitive test of partitioning

would be to consider correlations between these sites. For instance, for [LS], 48 core species

were observed at all four main sites (labeled G, M, T, Y) but each site also had 24, 34, 20,

and 48 other (non-core) species, respectively73. Assuming the core species “use up” the

same frequency bands at all sites, they will leave the same few available bands for non-core

species. If the acoustic niche hypothesis were true, the frequencies used by non-core species

at different sites should be more similar than expected at random. To quantify similarity,

we use S̄4, a metric equivalent to Jensen-Shannon divergence (see Eq 2.11). For each pair of

sites we determine the percentile of their similarity scores relative to the scores of datasets

generated randomly through a shuffling procedure (see Section 2.4.4). The result is shown

in Fig. 2.4A, where color indicates mean percentile. The same procedure was repeated for

the [LA] dataset (Fig. 2.4B), though the finer scale data in this case was in the form of habi-

tat associations rather than actual spatial sites (see Section 2.4.4).

In both cases, pairwise similarities are generally very high, often around the 90th per-

centile, which can be interpreted as a signal of acoustic partitioning. The fact that for the

[LA] dataset such a signal was not detected using our previous test (Fig. 2.3C) might then

suggest that our new test can be more powerful the sampling scale is too large. Intuitively,

using the finer scale data, rather than lumping everything together, may improve the signal-
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to-noise ratio by discounting the group of species that occur at all sites and thus increasing

the typical spacing between signals.

2.3 Discussion

Maintaining distinctness within a vocalizing chorus can facilitate territorial advertisement

and mate attraction74. Since acoustic signals with similar temporal patterns and frequencies

tend to mask each other63, signals of related species may diverge in temporal or spectral

characteristics to minimize competitive interference74. We have shown that the frequency-

mass scaling and the mass distribution constraints can lead to a bias in the distribution of

signal frequencies, which needs to be taken into account through the use of an adequate

null model. For our datasets, we show that if we ignore this bias and compare the observed

frequency distributions to uniformly random distributions, we would conclude that no

datasets are partitioned. However, by designing a null model that considers the bias, we

find evidence of partitioning in three locations. We suggest that in the other two locations

the acoustic partitioning signal is reduced due to excessive geographical separation between

the multiple sampling sites and devise a more sophisticated test that finds high similarity

between frequency distributions of different samplings sites, which we interpret as a signal

of spatial segregation by competitive exclusion46.

Whether such competitive exclusion is acoustically- or ecologically-driven is debatable,

as in addition to selection for reduced acoustic interference/reduced signal confusion, an-

other force that can shape the evolution of acoustic signals is selection for optimal mor-

phology75,48. Indeed, a broader question is whether acoustic frequency divergence in bird

communities is a result of adaptive processes to minimize masking interference, or merely
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Figure 2.4:MeanpercentileofsimilarityscorebetweenfrequencydistributionsatpairsofA)siteswithin[LS]orB)
habitatswithin[LA].Foreachpair,similarityscoresarecomputedviatheindex̄S4 (equivalenttotheJensen-Shannon
divergence)andcomparedagainstscoresofthesamepairafterperformingalargenumberofrandomshufflesinthe
presence-absencematrix.Colorindicatespercentileaccordingtothecolorbar.Higherpercentiles(morered)indicate
thatapairofsitesorhabitatsismoresimilarthanexpectedatrandomunderthenullmodel.

a consequence - through the frequency-mass scaling - of sympatric species evolving diver-

gent morphological traits to reduce ecological niche overlap74. The latter is the conclusion

reached by Krishnan et al.74, who find that sympatric species of Asian Barbets are divergent

in both morphological traits and vocal frequencies, but that closely related species are more

divergent in terms of morphology but not in terms of peak frequency than expected under

a Brownian model of evolution. Other authors, however, find evidence for both ecological

and acoustic mechanisms operating in tandem75 or find evidence of frequency partitioning,

but no corresponding pattern in body size48.

A similar question can be posed as to whether the body-mass distribution constraint,

whose origin is not well-understood 56, may be acoustically- or ecologically-driven. The fact

that we found an apparent clustering of the body-mass distributions into two groups such

that the cloud forest datasets have distributions that peak at smaller masses (which would
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allow for a more even partitioning at the higher frequencies observed in these locations)

might suggest the constraint is acoustically driven. However, the fact that the mass distri-

bution seems remarkably conserved within the two groups might suggest a mechanism that

depends on mass (or body size) directly, rather than indirectly through signal frequency. In

any case, while the data do not rule out acoustics playing a role in determining the mass dis-

tribution constraint in birds, more careful study is needed to understand the relative roles

of ecological and acoustic factors.

In conclusion, our results suggest that competition for acoustic space is an important

force in shaping tropical bird communities. Here, we have not factored species abundances

into our calculations, except at a basic level by restricting the dataset to the species marked

as being the most common. A more detailed analysis that factors species abundances into

evenness indices could achieve greater statistical power. We also neglect phylogenetic rela-

tionships, since assemblages of Asian Barbets appear to be drawn randomly from across the

phylogeny74. Future studies could perhaps include such factors, or examine temperate bird

assemblages, where competition for acoustic space should be lower.

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 Data Sources

We have collected datasets both from the literature and from online or commercial sources,

resulting in seven tropical datasets (see Table 1) as well as three nontropical datasets com-

bining birds from different locations76,77,78. While birds vocalizations include various types

of calls, we analyze only song vocalizations (see Section 2.4.1). For the two tropical datasets

gathered from the literature (abbreviated in lowercase), [rc] and [la], we compiled corre-
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Table 2.1:Summaryoftropicaldatalocationsusedinthispaperandtheirabbreviations.

Location Abbr. Elevation Species Source

La Selva Jungle Lodge [LS] 200 m 140 65

Los Amigos Station [LA]/[la] 250 m 70/180 81,82/46

Rio Cristalino Reserve [RC]/[rc] 200 m 100/80 83/ 52

San Isidro Reserve [SI] 2000 m 80 65

Mirador de Quetzales [M] 2800 m 70 84

sponding datasets from the same locations - [RC], respectively [LA]. Some datasets are

complemented with online bird lists for those locations which include estimates of species

abundance, or spatial distribution72,79,80,73.

2.4.2 Frequency and Mass Determination

For each recording, we use the audio software Audacity to produce a spectrogram of the en-

tire duration of a song and find the peak frequency, i.e. the frequency with the most sound

energy. The frequency resolution is on the order of 100 Hz, 2-3 times larger than the spac-

ing between consecutive frequencies in the [LS] data, for example. This implies that noise

is very high and that evenness indices which perform well under large noise are required. To

get data on the mass of each species, we use a webscraping application 85 to scrape data from

an online reference book66.

2.4.3 Null Model

To test for partitioning in a target dataset we must determine whether its evenness score is

significantly higher than expected at random. To simulate the null expectation, we assemble

a data pool (e.g. comprising all tropical datasets) from which we draw 1000 null datasets
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of the same size as the target data. To account for the mass constraint, we sample from the

data pool in a way that ensures that the randomly generated datasets have the same mass

distribution as the target data. To do so, we approximate the target data’s mass distribution

p (m) by binning the data and make sure that for each bin we sample an equal number of

points from the data pool. We then compute the average percentile of target data scores

among the null data scores over 100 runs.

We restrict the range of frequencies in the datasets, as there is little information at the

edges due to small number effects and to the fact that species in the edge frequency ranges

are subject to more background noise from other animal species (see Fig. 2.1C). Note that

for some datasets we restrict the range to [1000 Hz, 4000 Hz] while for others to [1000 Hz,

8000 Hz] (Fig. 2.2C). As such, when our target dataset is in the former category, we also

restrict the data pool to the same range, [1000 Hz, 4000 Hz].

2.4.4 Spatial Partitioning Test

To generate data under the null hypothesis, we construct a presence-absence matrix (with

rows representing species and columns representing the different sites), which we ran-

domize 1000 times by performing each time 50000 row swaps that preserve the number

of species in each habitat as well as the number of habitats that a species occupies 86,87. For

a given pair of locations, the percentile of the actual similarity score among the 1000 null

scores indicates how much more similar the frequency distributions are than expected at

random.

For [LS], the presence-absence matrix contained 8 sites and 86 unique species (the 48

species that were common to all sites were not included in the matrix). Only the four sites,
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labeled G, M, T, and Y73 that had more than 10 unique species (with 24, 34, 20, and 48

unique species, respectively) were included in the final correlation matrix. For [LA], we

used a list associating each species with one or multiple types of habitats, rather than ex-

plicit geographical locations. The presence-absence matrix contained 54 species, with the

five habitats labeled B (bamboo), F (floodplain), R (riverine succession and clearings), S

(secondary - shrubs, low-stature secondary forest, and other regrowth), T (tall evergreen

forest on raised terraces) having 18, 19, 15, 21, and 36 unique species respectively80.

2.4.5 Data selection

Bird vocalizations can be classified into calls and songs. The former tend to be simpler and

can serve a wide variety of functions, while the latter are longer range and can serve in mate

attraction or territory defense. We follow the standard choice in the literature, which is to

only consider song-type vocalizations.

Birds can be roughly categorized into songbirds and non-songbirds. The latter may still

have songs, which are typically innate. In contrast, songbirds typically learn their songs,

can have large repertoires of tens of songs 53, and can incorporate sounds from other species

into their own songs, possibly to reduce aggression 88. Vocal mimicry is estimated to occur

in 15-20% of songbirds 54. The diverse repertoires of songbirds and tendency towards vocal

mimicry suggest that there might be large frequency variability not only within a species,

but even within an individual, which could be problematic with regards to detecting par-

titioning. However, the ranging hypothesis 55 suggests that, in tropical birds, a single song

(dialect) may be predominant within a given species. As such, we include both songbirds

and non-songbirds in our data.
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2.4.6 Spectral unfolding

The density of species in frequency space is expected to be non-uniform because of the fre-

quency bias induced by physiological and ecological constraints. This makes it difficult to

separate the spectral partitioning signal (based on the frequency intervals between neigh-

boring species) from global variations in species’ density. An analogous problem arises in

random matrix theory, wherein spectral unfolding is used to transform a spectrum with

non-constant eigenvalue density to one with uniform uniform in order to uncover the uni-

versal eigenvalue correlations of different matrices. To perform unfolding on our data, we

follow standard methods that involve computing the cumulative distribution function of

the observed eigenvalues (frequencies) and fitting a cubic spline through points on the cdf

spaced apart by some parameter L69.

We find that after unfolding, the E1/D scores of our tropical datasets consistently increase.

However, some amount of increase is to be expected, simply due to the smoothing that oc-

curs in the unfolding process. The nearest neighbor spacing distribution after unfolding

can indicate whether the data is random (Poisson distribution) or whether there is struc-

ture due to an effective repulsion between neighbors (Wigner distribution). However, since

the amount of noise in the data is substantial, results are also very noisy. Figure 2.5 shows

the nearest neighbor spacing distribution after unfolding for the [SI] dataset, which seems

closer to a Wigner distribution (peak at intermediate spacing) than to a Poisson distribu-

tion (peak at zero spacing), suggesting spectral partitioning.

Overall, spectral unfolding can be a very useful technique for examining acoustic signal-

ing data, but the sample size should be sufficiently large. Otherwise, it is difficult to get a

good estimate of the non-uniform density that we are attempting to remove. In addition,
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for small sample sizes, the result of unfolding can depend rather strongly on the spacing

parameter L. Consequently, throughout this paper we focus on other, more robust, ap-

proaches for detecting spectral partitioning. Nevertheless, spectral unfolding would be a

very worthwhile approach to use with larger and more precise datasets.

Figure 2.5:Nearestneighborspacingdistributionforthe[SI]dataA)beforeandB)afterspectralunfolding.Thepeak
atintermediatespacingofthedistributionafterunfoldingsupportsacousticpartitioningforthisdataset.

2.4.7 Evenness index choice

There is a wide variety of indices that have been proposed over the years, but most of them

are various transformations of two basic indices: Simpsons ‘dominance’ indexD =
∑s=S

s=1 p2s ,

and Shannon’s diversity indexH′ = −
∑s=S

s=1 ps ln(ps), where ps is the proportion of enti-

ties belonging to the s-th type, and S is the number of types. For our application, we scale

the range of character values (where character can refer to frequency or log-frequency) from

0 to 1. Thus, ps will represent the interval between the s-th and s + 1-th sorted normalized

character values, and will sum to 1. Then, Simpson’s indexD represents the sum of squared
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nearest neighbor spacing in scaled character space. The full list of evenness indices (based

on70,48) we consider is the following:

J′ = H
ln(S− 1)

(2.1)

EHeip =
eH − 1
S− 2

(2.2)

E1−D =
1 −D

1 − 1/(S− 1)
(2.3)

E1/D =
1/D
S− 1

(2.4)

E− ln(D) =
ln(D)

ln(S− 1)
(2.5)

F2,1 =
1/D− 1
eH − 1

(2.6)

E =
O− 1/(S− 1)
1/(S− 1)− 1

, where O =
S−1∑
s=1

min(ps, 1/(S− 1)) (2.7)

E′ = 1 −
S−1∑
s1=1

S−1∑
s2=s1+1

(ps1 − ps2)/(S− 1), (2.8)

as well as Cav, the average of all pairwise distances; Csd, the standard deviation of all pairwise

distances48; and Cnnsd, the standard deviation of all nearest neighbor distances48.
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We also test similarity indices adapted into evenness indices (intuitively, how similar a

distribution is to a uniform distribution can indicate how even it is). Here, let pk be the

probability distribution in frequency/log-frequency space, with k an integer from 1 to B,

the number of frequency bins, such that
∑

pk = 1. By setting p2k = 1/B in the equations

below, we can convert the similarity measures into measures of evenness.

S1 =
B∑

k=1

√p1kp2k (2.9)

S2 =
B∑

k=1

p1kp2k
p1k + p2k

(2.10)

S3 = 2

B∑
k=1

p1kp2k

B∑
k=1

p1k
n1k − 1
N1 − 1

+
B∑

k=1

p2k
n2k − 1
N2 − 1

(2.11)

S4 =
B∑

k=1

[(p1k + p2k) ln (p1k + p2k)− p1k ln p1k − p2k ln p2k] , (2.12)

Horn’s information measure, which is essentially identical to the Jensen-Shannon diver-

gence, and

S5 =

∑
p1kp2k

[
∑

p21k
∑

p22k]
1/2 , (2.13)

the cosine of the angle between p1 and p2, viewed as vectors in B-dimensional space.

Note that the similarity indices depend on B, the number of bins used to coarse-grain the

distributions. To get rid of this degree of freedom and to further improve the performance
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of the similarity indices, we vary the number of bins (generally, 10 < B < 30) and calculate

the average of all the values obtained. We denote these averages as S̄1, S̄2, and so on.

2.4.8 Testing evenness indices

We test the performance (i.e. the reliability of detecting partitioning) of each potential

evenness index on artificially generated data. To do so, we generate a dataset (of size 140)

by starting from a perfectly spaced array (of spacing 1) and adding Gaussian noise charac-

terised by standard deviation σ to each data point. We sample some fraction f of the data

and compute its evenness scores.

Next we generate 1000 null (uniformly random) datasets, sample the same fraction f,

and compute evenness scores, finding the distribution of scores expected under the null

hypothesis. We quantify the performance of an evenness indices by the average percentile

(over 100 runs) of the target dataset score among the null dataset scores. For the top indices,

we also test the rate of false positives, finding it to be low.
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3
Puckering microtubules

Microtubules (MTs) are long slender hollow cylindrical filaments with an approximate

inner and outer diameter of 15 nm and 25 nm 89. They are an indispensable structural ele-

ment in biology, and their mechanical properties play an critical role in defining the shape

and functionalities of various cellular architectures including neuronal axons, cilia and flag-

ella, centrioles as well as the mitotic spindle90. Therefore, a quantitative understanding of
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their mechanical properties is essential for elucidating the properties of various biological

structures and functions91,92,93. A number of experimental studies have measured either the

flexural rigidity (EI) or persistence length (lP) of MTs, two closely related quantities that

determine a filament’s resistance to bending (see94). However, there is a considerable dis-

agreement between different reported values of MT elastic moduli95, the dependence of

the elastic moduli on the presence of stabilizing agents (taxol and GMPCPP), as well as a

possible length-dependence of flexural rigidity96,97.

In principle, the properties of microtubules can be measured by either visualizing their

intrinsic thermal fluctuations98,95,96,99,100,101 or by applying an external force through opti-

cal trapping or hydrodynamic flow experiments 102,103,104,105,106,107,108. Because of significant

rigidity of MTs these two types of measurements typically probe different deformation

(strain) regimes. Thermally induced fluctuations only induce small strain deformations,

while methods that use external forces are more suited to probe the high-strain regime. The

existing measurements of microtubule mechanics have been extensively reviewed94. Care-

ful review of this data shows that the majority of measurements that rely on the filament

fluctuations in the low strain regime yield values of microtubule flexural rigidity around

O(10) pN × μm2 , while measurements at high strains, tend to beO(1) pN × μm2 for

similarly prepared MTs.

Here we describe experiments that comprehensively probe the mechanical response of

GMPCPP stabilized microtubules across a wide range of imposed strains. Using optical

trapping, we attach micron-sized silica beads at different points along a single filament and

subject it to tensile and compressive forces. This allows us to construct a force-strain rela-

tionship for an individual filament that connects the low and high strain regimes that were
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Figure 3.1:Probingthebendingandstretchingofmicrotubulesusinganopticaltrap.A)Schematicoftheexperimental
setupformicrotubulecompressionandstretching(note:notto-scale).Beadsofradius0.5μmmanipulatedthrough
opticaltrapsareattachedtothefilamentviabiotin-streptavidinbonds.Thelefttrapremainsfixed,whiletheright
oneisincrementallydisplacedtowardsoraway.Thebeadseparationdb isdifferentfromthetrapseparationdt due
tothedisplacementbetweenthecentersofeachbeadandthecorrespondingtrap.Theforceexertedbythetrapson
thebeadsisproportionaltothisdisplacement,withtheconstantofproportionalitybeingtheopticaltrapstiffness.
The(effective)MTlengthL isthelengthbetweentheattachmentpointsofthetwobeads(butnotethatmultiple
bondsmayform).Thearclengthcoordinates ismeasuredfromtheleftattachmentpointandtakesvaluebetween
0andL:0 < s < L.Across-sectionalprofileisshowntoillustrateourdefinitionof“eccentricity”or“flatness”
e = (R − a)/R (Eq.3.4)where2a isthelengthofthesmallaxisandR istheradiusoftheundeformedMTcross-
section,takentobeR = 12nminoursimulations.B)Seriesoffluorescenceimagesfrommicrotubulecompression
experiment.Trappositionsrepresentedthroughredcirclesofarbitrarysizearedrawnforillustrationpurposesand
maynotpreciselyrepresentactualtrappositions,sinceneitherbeadsnortrapsarevisibleinfluorescenceimaging.
Themobiletrapismovedprogressivelyclosertothedetectiontrapinthefirstfoursnapshots,resultinginincreasingly
largerMTbucklingamplitudes.Themobiletrapthenreversesdirection,decreasingthebucklingamplitudeasseenin
thelasttwosnapshots.Thescalebarrepresents5μm,theend-to-endlengthoftheMTisapproximately18μm,and
thelengthoftheMTsegmentbetweentheopticalbeadsis7.7μm.
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probed separately in previous experiments. In the compression region, which corresponds

to microtubule bending, the buckling force increases linearly in the initial (low strain) re-

gion, but quickly deviates from this trend and saturates at some critical strain, and it grad-

ually decreases at high strain values. Such behavior indicates softening of MTs, an outcome

that cannot be captured by the ideal Euler-Bernoulli model. We show that the mechani-

cal response of MTs is well-captured by an anisotropic elastic shell model with three coarse

grained elastic parameters (one shear, and two stretching moduli). Our numerical simu-

lations demonstrate that the softening in the high strain regime can be ascribed to cross-

sectional ovalization and eventual buckling, an effect first described for macroscopic hollow

cylinders by Brazier 109,110. For microtubule filaments in particular, cross-sectional flattening

and buckling in response to compressive radial strains has also been described 111.

To test the validity of our method we calibrate our experiments and theory using a dif-

ferent biological filament - the bacterial flagellum. Similar to microtubules, flagella are long-

filamentous cylindrical biopolymers with an outer diameter of∼ 24 nm 112. Furthermore,

like microtubules flagella have a hollow core; however, their core diameter is only 2 nm.

Therefore flagella should effectively behave as solid cylinders. Most wild-type flagella have

a characteristic helical superstructure. We use flagellin monomers isolated from Salmonella

typhimurium, strain SJW1660, which have a point mutation in their amino-acid sequence

that causes them to assemble into straight filaments 113. A simple model based on Euler-

Bernoulli beams quantitatively describes the measured force curve in all strain regimes.

Such measurements validate our experimental method while also providing an estimate

of the elastic properties of flagellar filaments that are in reasonable agreement with the few

existing measurements 114,115,116.
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Figure 3.2:Discretemechanicalnetworkmodelofmicrotubule.A)Schematicofspringnetworkmodelofmicrotubule.
Redparticlesdiscretizethefilamentwhileyellowparticlesrepresenttheopticalbeads.Topinset:closeupofaregion
ofthemicrotubulemodel,showingthe3Darrangementoftheparticles.Rightinset:furthercloseupoftheregion,
showingthedefinedinteractionsbetweenparticles.Inthecircumferentialdirection,tenparticlesarearrangedina
circleofradiusR = 12 nm,(onlythreeparticlesareshownintheinset)withneighboringpairsconnectedbysprings
ofstiffnesskc andrestlengthp (light green).Neighboringtripletsinthecircumferentialdirectionformanangleφcandarecharacterizedbyabendingenergyinteractionwithparameterκc (dark green).Intheaxialdirection,cross-
sectionsareconnectedbyspringsofstiffnesska (light blue)runningbetweenpairsofcorrespondingparticles.Bending
intheaxialdirectionischaracterizedbyaparameterκa andtheangleφa formedbyneighboringtriplets(dark blue).
Allothertripletsofconnectedparticlesthatdonotrunexclusivelyintheaxialorcircumferentialdirectionencodea
shearinginteractionwithenergygivenbyVbend

(
κ s,φs,π/2

) (Table1)withparametersκ s andφs (yellow),wherethestress-freeshearangleisπ/2.B)Force-straincurveforamicrotubuleoflength7.1μmfromexperiment(blue)and
simulationusinga1Dmodel(green, dashed)ora3Dmodel(red).Arrowsontheredcurveindicateforwardorbackward
directionsinthecompressiveregime.Thebendingrigidityforthe1DmodelfitisB = 12pNμm2.Thefitparameters
forthe3DmodelareEa = 0.6 GPa,Ec = 3 MPa,andG = 1.5 GPa.Errorbarsareobtainedbybinningdataspatially
aswellasaveragingovermultipleruns.Inset:Rawdatafromindividual“forward”(green)and“backward”(yellow)runs.
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3.1 Results

3.1.1 Optical tweezers buckle microtubules

Optical trapping techniques have been used to manipulate and characterize diverse biolog-

ical systems, including individual biological filaments and their assemblages 103,117,118,115. We

use independently controlled optical traps to attach a pair of neutravidin-coated silica beads

(D = 1 μm) to a single, segmented partially biotinylated MT filament (Figure 3.1A). One

of the traps - the detection trap - is held stationary and used as a force detector by measuring

the displacement of its captured bead with back focal- plane interferometry. The second

optical trap - the manipulation trap - is moved in increments of 2-20 nm in order to exert

a force on the filament, which connects the two beads. Our instrumentation allows us to

simultaneously apply an external force with optical tweezers and visualize the filament con-

figuration (Figure 3.1B). Strain ε is defined as:

ε = (db − L)/L. (3.1)

where db is the bead separation once the MT has been deformed, and L is the distance be-

tween the beads when there is no force on the MT. The measured force-strain curve ex-

hibits an unexpected feature (Fig. 3.2B). For small deformations, the force increases linearly

as a function of the applied strain. Surprisingly, above a critical applied strain (ε ∼ −0.1)

the force-compression curve exhibits a qualitatively different behavior. In this regime the

applied force remains flat or in some cases it even declines slightly, even as the strain changes

from -0.1 to -0.5. Filaments subjected to repeated cycles of compression/extension do not

seem to exhibit any aging (Figure 3.2B, inset).
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Figure 3.3:Discretemechanicalmodelofbacterialflagellum.A)Schematicofspringnetworkmodelforbacterialflag-
ellum.Greenparticlesdiscretizetheflagellumwhileblueparticlesrepresenttheopticalbeads.Rightinset:closeupof
aregionofthefilament,showingthatneighboringmassesareconnectedbylinearspringsofstiffnesskwhichgiverise
toastretchingenergyVstretch (k, l, l0)accordingtoEq.3.2,wherel0 isthestress-freelengthofthesprings.Inaddi-
tion,eachtripletofneighborsdeterminesanangleφwhichdictatesthebendingenergyoftheunit:Vbend (κ,φ,π)
(Eq.3.3).Leftinset:closeupoftheregionwherethebeadconnectstotheflagellum.Thebeadparticleisconnectedto
asingleparticleoftheflagellumbyaverystiffspringkb ofstress-freelengthbcorrespondingtoradiusoftheoptical
bead.Inaddition,thereisabendinginteractionVbend

(
κb,φb,π/2

),whereφb istheangledeterminedbythebead,
itsconnectingparticleontheflagellum,andthelatter’sleftneighbor.B)Force-straincurvefromexperiment(blue)and
simulation(yellow)foraflagellumoflengthL =4.1μm.Errorbarsareobtainedbybinningdataspatiallyaswellas
averagingovermultipleruns.ThebendingrigidityobtainedfromthefitisB = 4 pN × μm2.Theclassicalbuckling
forceforarodofthesamelengthandbendingrigiditywithpinnedboundaryconditionsisFc ≈ 2.3pN.
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3.1.2 Flagellar filaments exhibit no anomalous softening at high strains

The softening of microtubules at high-strains is not predicted by simple elastic filament

models of microtubule elasticity. A plausible hypothesis is that the hollow core of the mi-

crotubules significantly changes the effective elastic properties of the filament. To examine

this hypothesis and quantitatively test our experimental method we measured the force-

strain curve of bacterial flagellar filaments. As mentioned previously, the hollow core of

flagellar filaments is only 2 nm. Therefore, we expect they will exhibit classical slender-rod-

like behavior that should be captured by a one-dimensional filament model.

The measured strain-force curve of a flagellar filament is qualitatively different from that

observed for microtubules (Fig. 3.3B). In both the compression and extension regime, the

force monotonically increases. For classical buckling, the amplitude of the deformed beam

scales as
√
F− Fc, where Fc = π2B/L2 is the classical buckling force 119. For small deflec-

tions, since the strain goes like the square of the amplitude, the force-displacement curve

should be roughly linear with strain, starting at Fc (albeit growing very slowly). However,

for the classical buckling analysis, the compressive force is assumed to apply directly along

the centerline of the beam. Experimentally, this is not the case, since the force is exerted on

the filament through trapped micron-sized beads, which displace the force contact points

away from the beam’s long axis. Therefore to quantitatively compare experiments to theory

we numerically solved a more realistic problem that accounts for the entire filament-bead

configuration. We also note that the slope in the extension region is higher than that in the

compression region. Because the force is not applied along the filament centerline, in re-

sponse to extensional forces the filament bends in the proximity of the bead attachments

point. It is more difficult to bend the filament into such a configuration, hence the larger
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slope of the extensional regime.

By tuning a single parameter, flexural rigidity B, the force-strain curve obtained from

simulations of a 1D filament model can be quantitatively fitted to the experimental data

(Fig. 3.3B). In the compressive regime, the data is well fitted by simulations in which the

bending rigidity B = 4pN × μm2. Note that the agreement extends to very large strains

approaching -0.7. The fitting procedure was repeated for eight distinct flagella filaments,

yielding flexural rigidity that ranges from 3.2 to 5.25 pN × μm2, with a mean around 4.1 ±

0.6 pN × μm2,. Interestingly, this value is close to the value of 3.5pN × μm2 and 2.9pN ×

μm2 reported, respectively for the coiled and straight forms of flagella 114,115. The magnitude

of B suggests that Young’s modulus for the straight flagellum is∼ 0.3 GPa.

3.1.3 3D model explains microtubule softening

Quantitative agreement between experimentally measured force-strain curves of flagellar

filaments and simulation results validate our experimental technique, while also demon-

strating that the flagellar filaments behave as simple elastic filaments. However, the same

one-dimensional model is not capable of reproducing the more complex elastic behavior

observed in microtubule filaments. At most, it can describe the low strain regime of the

force-compression curve (Fig. 3.2B, green dashed curve). To explain the elastic behavior of

microtubules over the entire strain regime we developed a more comprehensive 3D model

of microtubules that explicitly accounts for their hollow center. We model the microtubule

as a 3D orthogonal network of springs wrapped into a cylinder (Fig. 3.2A). All interactions

between particles are defined in terms of a stretching energy Vstretch (k, l, l0) or a bending

energy Vbend
(
κ,φ,φ0

)
, where l is the distance between a particle pair, φ is the angle de-
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fined by a triplet, and the subscript ’zero’ denotes the separation that minimizes particle

interaction energy. Explicitly,

Vstretch (k, l, l0) =
1
2
k (l− l0)2 , (3.2)

Vbend
(
κ,φ,φ0

)
=

1
2
κ
(
φ − φ0

)2
. (3.3)

Neighboring triplets in the axial and azimuthal directions encode bending energies (Ta-

ble 1) through the parameters κa (Fig. 3.2A, dark blue), respectively κc (Fig. 3.2A, dark

green) and equilibrium angles of π , respectively 144π/180. Shearing is encoded by the same

type of energy function as bending (Table 1), but with parameter κs (Fig. 3.2A, brown) and

rest angle π/2: Vshear
(
κs,φs

)
= Vbend

(
κs,φs,π/2

)
. The shearing interaction is defined

for any triplet of neighbors that are not all along the axial or azimuthal directions. The

microtubule-optical bead contact is modeled via parameters kb and κb, which are made

sufficiently large to enforce the constraints of inextensibility and fixed attachment point.

The relationship between these microscopic parameters and the macroscopic parameters

Ea, Ec, andG (axial Young’s modulus, circumferential Young’s modulus, and shear modu-

lus) can be derived based on the planar spring-network model and the orthotropic elastic

shell model 120,121 and are shown in Table 1.

The 3D microtubule model quantitatively explains the softening that is observed in ex-

perimentally measured force-strain curves of microtubules. Overall we investigated the

properties of 10 different filaments with lengths between 3 and 15 μm (Fig. 3.4) and fitted

10 different force-strain curves to our theoretical model. Fitting each measurement curve
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Figure 3.4:PlotsofforceFasafunctionofstrainε (Eq.3.1)formicrotubulesranginginlengthfrom3.6to11.1μm (
blue).Best-fitcurvesfromsimulationofthe3Dmodel(red)andfitparameters(top)areshownforeachplot.Arrowson
theredcurvesindicateforwardorbackwarddirectionsinthecompressiveregime.
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yields independent yet consistent estimates of the Young’s modulus in axial and circumfer-

ential directions, Ea, Ec, as well as the shear modulus,G. We obtain Ec that varies between

3 – 10 MPa, and Ea between 0.6 – 1.1 GPa, which is in reasonable agreement with values re-

ported in the literature (see Section 3.2). This observation confirms that microtubules are

highly anisotropic materials. Interestingly, our values for shear modulus,G, are in the GPa

range (Table 2), which is significantly higher than the largest values reported in the litera-

ture. This likely indicates that the microtubule deformations in our experiments are large

enough to reach the point of deforming the tubulin units themselves rather than the bonds

between them (see Section 3.2).

3.1.4 Cross-sections flatten and eventually buckle

With quantitative agreement between experiments and theory we are in a position to eluci-

date the microscopic origin of the microtubule softening at high strains. The decrease in the

buckling force is directly associated with ovalisation of the microtubule cross-section. Plot-

ting the microtubule cross-section at different deformation strains effectively demonstrates

this effect. Figure 3.5A show the force-strain data for a microtubule of length 8.3 μm. The

point labeled a is close to the boundary of the region where the 1D model (Fig. 3.5A, green

dashed line) fails, while points b and c are both inside the high-strain non-classical regime.

The large inset shows a snapshot of the simulated microtubule corresponding to point c

and smaller insets show cross-sectional profiles at indicated locations. While cross-sectional

deformations vanish at the endpoints (i.e. at the locations of the optical beads, shown in

blue), deformations in the interior are considerable.

To quantify the cross-sectional deformation profiles more explicitly, we define a measure
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Figure 3.5:A)Force-straincurveforamicrotubuleoflength8.3μmfromexperiment(blue)andsimulationusinga
1Dmodel(green, dashed)ora3Dmodel(red).Arrowsontheredcurveindicateforwardorbackwarddirectionsinthe
compressiveregime.Errorbarsareobtainedbybinningdataspatiallyaswellasaveragingovermultipleruns.Thefit
parametersforthe3DmodelareEa = 0.9 GPa,Ec = 4 MPa,andG = 4 GPa.Thebendingrigidityforthe1D
modelfitisB = 23pNμm2.Labelsa,b,andc indicatespecificpointsinthe3Dsimulationmodel.(inset)Snapshot
fromsimulationcorrespondingtothepointlabeledc.Smallerinsetsshowtheshapeofthecross-sectionatindicated
points.B)Profilesofflatnesse (Eq.3.4)alongthedimensionlessarclengthcoordinatês = s/L (seeFig.3.1A)atpoints
identifiedinpanelAasa (green),b (blue),andc (red).Threeinsetsshowtheshapeofthecross-sectionatindicated
pointsforthecurvelabeledc (red).Afourthinsetshowsthecurvatureprofilescorresponding,bycolor,totheflatness
profilesinthemainfigure. 60



of cross-sectional eccentricity as:

e = R− a
R , (3.4)

where a is semi-minor axis (Fig. 3.1A) and R = 12 nm is the radius of the undeformed mi-

crotubule cross-section. e = 0 corresponds to a circular cross-section, while larger values of

e correspond to increasingly flatter cross-sections. The cross-sectional profile of a buckled

filament in the low-strain regime (point a in Fig. 3.5A) has e ≈ 0 almost everywhere (Fig.

3.5B, green line), reflecting the fact that the simplified 1D model (Fig. 3.5A, green dashed

line) semi-quantitatively predicts the applied force. Point b in Figure 3.5A marks the on-

set of the high-strain regime. Here the flatness emeasurably deviates from its undeformed

value. Noticeably, e also varies along the filament contour length, attaining largest distor-

tions at the filament midpoint (Fig. 3.5B, blue line line). The significant cross-sectional

deformations in the high-strain regime demonstrate that the non-classical behavior of force

with compressive strain in microtubules is indeed due to cross-sectional flattening. The lo-

cation of the force plateau is highly sensitive on the circumferential Young’s modulus, Ec ,

and significantly less on the other parameters. Increasing Ec shifts the onset of the plateau

towards larger compressive strains, eventually leading to its disappearance.

It is well-established that local cross-sectional buckling (kinking) can occur in a thin-

walled tube because of cross-sectional ovalization 122. This is indeed what we observe - the

cross-section is circular (Fig. 3.5B, green and blue curves) until a critical bending moment

is reached. The blue curve in Figure 3.5B represents the profile right before the local buck-

ling transition; afterwards, a sharp increase in e takes place at the middle, representing the

development of a kink. With further compression, subsequent kinks can develop - one

at a time - in its vicinity. The red curve in Figure 3.5B, for example, shows five kinks (visi-
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Table 3.1:Listofmicroscopicparametersforthe3Dmodel,theirphysicalsignificance,theenergyfunctionalasso-
ciatedwiththem(Eq.2orEq.3.3),andtheirconnectiontotherelevantmacroscopicelasticparameter.Parameters,
angles,andlengthsarehighlightedinFig.3.2A.whereh ≈ 2.7 nmandh0 ≈ 1.6 nmarethemicrotubule’sthickness
andeffectivethickness(seeSection3.3),respectivelyandfactorsinvolvingthePoissonratiosνa andνc areneglected.

Microscopic Physical Associated Relation to
parameter significance energy macroscopic moduli

ka Axial stretching ka (la − d)2/2 Ea hp/d
κa Axial bending κa

(
φa − π

)2/2
1
6
Ea h3

0p/d
kc Circumferential stretching kc (lc − p)2/2 Ec hd/p
κc Circumferential bending κc

(
φc − 144π/180

)2/2
1
6
Ec h3

0d/p
κs Shearing κs

(
φs − π/2

)2/2 2Ghpd

ble as spikes in the flatness profile) in the microtubule configuration corresponding to the

point labeled c in Fig. 3.5A. The inset in Figure 3.5B shows that the corresponding curva-

ture profiles effectively mirror the flatness profiles in the main figure. Thus, discontinuities

in the curvature profile of a filament signal the existence of cross-sectional ovalization and

eventual kinking. In simulations, the formation of kinks can be identified directly from the

force-strain plots as a small drop in the buckling force (Figure 3.5A, red). Indeed, hystere-

sis associated with forward and backward compression is observed in simulations in which

the filament forms kinks. The often observed persistence of hysteresis at very low strains, as

seen in Figures 2B, 4, and 5, is likely a simulation artefact, due to the lattice getting trapped

in a local minimum; the addition of thermal noise either eliminates hysteresis or eliminates

its low-strain persistence. Experimental data is too noisy to draw any conclusions regarding

the presence or absence of hysteresis.
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Table 3.2:Rangeofmacroscopicelasticparametersthatfitexperimentaldataformicrotubulesandflagella.

System Fit Parameters Range that fits data

Ea 0.6–1.1 GPa
Microtubule Ec 3–10 MPa

G 1.5–6 GPa

Flagellum B 3–5 pNμm2

3.1.5 Critical curvature is relatively small

The critical bending momentMB at which a hollow tube becomes unstable, leading to

local collapse and kinking, is given by 109:

MB ≈
2
√

2π
9

h2RE, (3.5)

where h is the tube thickness, R is the radius, and E is its elastic modulus. Brazier’s result ap-

plies to isotropic, infinitely long tubes. It has been extended to orthotropic materials 122 by

replacing Ewith the geometric mean of Ea and Ec and to finite-length tubes by including a

numerical correction factor 123, so that we expect the following scaling forMB:

MB ∼ h2R
√

EaEc

1 − νaνc
∼ h2R

√
EaEc. (3.6)

To understand this result, we first carry out simulations after subtracting the energy due

to shear deformations and compute a “modified” force as the derivative of all energies ex-

cept for the shear energy. This modified force is then used to calculate a modified, shear-

agnostic, critical bending moment. Multiplying force computed this way by the maximum

vertical displacement of the filament yields the value ofMB observed in simulation (Fig.
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Figure 3.6: (bo om)Expected(Eq.3.6,withanumericalfactorofunity)versusobservedcriticalbendingmomentsMB
ofsimulatedmicrotubulesofvariouslengths,elasticmoduli,andopticalbeadsizes.Datapointsthatcorrespondto
actualexperimentalparametersaremarkedwithstars,whiletherestaremarkedwithblackcircles.Theshadedregion
iszoomed-inon(top),toshowthatmostexperimentalpointsfallintherangeabout1000–2000pN × nm.
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3.6, vertical axis), which we compare to values ofMB computed according to Eq. 3.6 using

a numerical factor of unity (Fig. 3.6, horizontal axis). We confirmed the scaling predicted in

Eq. 3.6 by running additional simulations, varying the length of the microtubule L, their

elastic moduli Ea, Ec, andG, and the size of the trapped bead beyond the typical range of

our experiments (see Fig. 3.6).

Our experimental results (Fig. 3.6, stars) suggest that the critical bending moment is

generally in the rangeMB ≈ 1000 – 2000 pN nm. This approximate range of the critical

bending moment enables us to estimate the critical curvature at which softening occurs

(as curvatures may be more easily extracted from experiments). Upon Brazier buckling,

the curvature profile spikes at the location of the kink(s), just like the flatness profile (Fig.

3.5B, inset), showing the correspondence between critical curvature and critical bending

moment. Values ofMB of around 1000 - 2000 pN nm imply a critical curvature for the

onset of softening on the order of 0.1 rad / μm, given a bending rigidity B of∼ 10 – 20

pN×μm2. This estimate is confirmed by simulations, which show that the critical cur-

vature at the onset of the Brazier buckling is close to 0.2 rad / μm for seven of eight exper-

imental datasets (and 0.3 for the other dataset). Such values are small enough that they are

likely reached and exceeded at least in some systems both in vivo, as in the beating flagella of

Chlamydomon 124,125 and in vitro, as in microtubule rings observed in gliding assays 126.

3.2 Discussion

Using optical trapping we have determined the mechanical properties of microtubules by

measuring how the strain changes with an applied extensile/compressive force. We found

that the force required to buckle the filament levels off or decreases with increasing com-
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pressive strain, demonstrating that microtubules significantly soften above a critical strain.

Such non-classical behaviors are quantitatively captured by overdamped molecular dynam-

ics simulations of an orthotropic cylindrical shell model. The simulations reveal that mi-

crotubule softening is a consequence of cross-sectional deformations enabled by a small

circumferential Young’s modulus of a few MPa.

3.2.1 MT softening could explain large variation of bending rigidity results

While it is known that MTs do not behave as isotropic Euler-Bernoulli slender rods - since,

for instance, lateral bonds between adjacent protofilaments are much weaker than longi-

tudinal bonds along protofilaments 89,127,128 - many groups have used the Euler-Bernoulli

beam model to interpret their data 102,129,130,131,132. Introducing a shear degree of freedom to

the Euler-Bernoulli beam results in a Timoshenko beam model. This model remains inade-

quate, however, since it does not allow for anisotropy between the axial and circumferential

directions, which is substantial and plays an important role in the mechanical behavior of

MTs 133,128,134. Clear evidence supporting this assertion comes from experiments in which mi-

crotubules subject to osmotic pressure buckle radially at very low critical pressures (∼ 600

Pa) – over four orders of magnitude lower than what is expected for an isotropic shell with

E ∼ 1 GPa 135. More sophisticated models of MTs as anisotropic elastic cylindrical shells

allow for an additional degree of freedom in the radial direction and can be found in pa-

pers that examine MT persistence length 120,133,136,137, oscillation modes 138, response to radial

indentation 128, or buckling under osmotic pressure 121.

Despite numerous studies on microtubule mechanics, considerable disagreement con-

tinues to persists regarding their coarse-grained elastic properties, including their bending
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rigidity or shear modulus94. It is even unclear whether bending rigidity depends on the

MT length or not (see, for example,96,97,133,139 versus 140,102,104). Some of the disparity in mea-

sured elastic properties can be attributed to the variations in the experimental protocols

that could affect density of defects and filament heterogeneity as well as the number of mi-

crotubule protofilaments 139. Furthermore, different methods of stabilizing microtubules

could also affect their coarse-grained properties. However, our work suggests that a signif-

icant source of variation could arise for a more fundamental reason, especially when inter-

preting results on mechanically deformed filaments. This is because theoretical models used

so far to analyze properties of mechanical MT experiments may lack sufficient complexity

to accurately describe all deformation regimes, and experiments that rely on the mechanical

interrogation techniques have rarely if ever simultaneously explored the behavior of fila-

ments in both large and small deformation regimes. In such a case, the force-strain curves

are frequently measured only at high strains and thus leads to significant errors when ex-

trapolated across all strain regimes using overly-simplistic Euler-Bernoulli or Timoshenko

beam models. This methodology can significantly underestimate the microtubule persis-

tence lengths that are measured using applied mechanical deformations. Indeed, a compre-

hensive summary of experimental results on MT flexural rigidity94 strongly supports this

interpretation: for example, the average flexural rigidity of Taxol stabilized MTs found via

thermal fluctuations is more than twice as large as the average rigidity found from force-

based experiments.
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3.2.2 Large shear modulus likely reflects physical deformation of tubulin

units

Fitting experimentally measured force-strain curve to our theoretical model provides an es-

timate of the microtubule elastic moduli Ea, Ec, andG (Table 2), which can be compared

to values reported in the literature. The range of axial Young’s moduli Ea that fits our ex-

periments is 0.6–1.1 GPa, consistent with values of 0.5–2 GPa reported previously in the

literature 133,141,92,142. Similarly, we find Ec between 3–10 MPa, which is consistent with fig-

ures of a few MPa reported by some groups 121,134, though other groups also report Ec on the

order of 1 GPa 143,93. The discrepancy can be reconciled by noting that small radial deforma-

tions only impact the weak bridges between adjacent protofilaments, while larger ones may

deform the tubulin dimers, which, like typical proteins, have a high stiffness in the GPa

range 128,96,135.

We also extract the microtubule shear modulusG, which assumes values of a few GPa

(Table 2), which is significantly larger than values reported in the literature (which can vary

by as much as five orders of magnitude) from around 196, to 1 MPa97, up to 100 MPa 133,136,142.

This is surprising, since it is well-established that microtubule lateral bonds are very compli-

ant; a small shear modulus is believed to potentially help the microtubule correct defects

in assembly by shifting the offset between protofilaments during the nucleation phase 120.

However, inter-protofilament bonds may be very compliant for small deformations (on the

0.2 nm scale), while larger deviations may approach the limit of physically deforming the

tubulin units96. Following estimates in96, a strain on the order of -0.01 would lead to defor-

mations on the 0.2 nm scale, while our experiments routinely go up to much larger strains

around -0.2. Therefore, it’s likely that the large values we obtained for shear modulus are
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due to large shear deformations that surpass the elastic limits of inter-protofilament bonds.

Notably, sufficiently large deformations can induce (reversible) breaking of lateral con-

tacts between protofilaments and eventually even of longitudinal contacts between sub-

units in a protofilament as observed in radial indentation simulations 111,144 and corrobo-

rated with scanning force microscopy experiments 145. Therefore, contact breaking may con-

stitute an alternate or co-occurring reason for the large shear modulus obtained from fitting

our experimental data. This is supported by comparable values of bending rigidity emerg-

ing from radial indentation simulations in 111 (25 pN×μm2) and from the current paper (10

– 20 pN×μm2 where flattening and buckling become noticeable).

3.2.3 Softening may occur in parameter ranges typical of typical biological

systems

Our experimentally measured force-strain curves imply that the critical curvature for the

onset of Brazier buckling is relatively small, around 0.2 rad /μm. Such curvatures are fre-

quently observed in both in vitro and in vivo systems. For example, long-lived arcs and

rings observed in microtubule gliding assays 126,146 have curvatures between 0.4 – 2 rad /μm.

From a different perspective, microtubules are the essential structural motif of diverse non-

equilibrium materials including active isotropic gels, nematic liquid crystals, motile emul-

sions and deformable vesicles 147,148. The rich dynamics of all these systems is driven by the

buckling instability of microtubule bundles that is driven by internal active stress generated

by kinesin motors. In some systems the curvature associated with this buckling instability is

large enough for microtubule softening to be relevant.

In living organisms, the static curvatures of the quiescent eukaryotic flagella, such as
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those found in Chlamydomon Reinhardtii, are about 0.25 rad /μm 124 while the oscil-

lating dynamic component can increase the curvature up to about 0.6 rad /μm 125, although

presence of numerous microtubule associated proteins could significantly alter filament’s

mechanical properties. Furthermore, diverse active processes within a cellular cytoskeleton

are also capable of generating highly curved microtubule configurations 129. We may thus

speculate about the biological significance of MT softening, with one hypothesis being that

it decreases MT susceptibility to mechanical failure or depolymerization 149.

The majority of other previous experiments have only examined the properties of stabi-

lized microtubules which do not polymerize/depolymerize on relevant timescales. In com-

parison, a recent significant advance examined mechanical properties of dynamical micro-

tubules that coexist with a background suspension of tubulin dimers91. In particular, this

study demonstrated that repeated large-scale deformations locally damage microtubules,

which leads to effectively softer filaments. This damage is accompanied by a loss of tubulin

monomers. Furthermore, after the external force ceases the damaged filaments effectively

self-repair, as the tubulin monomers from the background suspensions incorporate back

into the damaged regions. In comparison, here we study stabilized filaments that do not

show any aging phenomena. However, it seems plausible that the ovalization and the for-

mation of kinks is also relevant to dynamical microtubules, and the regions of high strain

might be the location where monomers preferentially dissociate from filament.

It is also worth noting that the softening of microtubules we observe is analogous to

phenomena that have already been observed and quantified in carbon nanotubes (e.g. see

reviews by 150,151). In particular, experiments demonstrate the formation of a single kink,

followed by a multiple kink pattern upon further bending 152, while simulations predict a
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reduction in effective nanotube stiffness, as the buckling force drops and remains almost

constant after kinking 153. Hysteresis due to plastic deformations triggered by kinking events

has also been observed, at least in the case of multi-walled carbon nanotubes 154. Stiffness

variations of carbon nanotubes arise from deformation modes which cannot be explained

by simple Euler-Bernoulli or Timoshenko rod models.

In conclusion, we have found that micron-long microtubules subject to buckling forces

of a few pN become more mechanically compliant at relatively low strains due to signifi-

cant cross-sectional deformations and subsequent buckling. This result seems biologically

relevant, as the critical curvatures for the softening transition are surpassed, for instance, in

the beating of Chlamydomon flagella. Additionally, the softening of MTs with increas-

ing strain provides an explanation for the discrepancy between values of flexural rigidity

inferred by passive (thermal fluctuations) versus active methods, since the latter typically

access higher strains and thus infer effectively lower rigidities. Despite the complex nature

of microtubules, we found that their mechanical properties - at least as concerning buckling

experiments via optical trapping - can be quantitatively summarized by three elastic mod-

uli, even for very large strains, and need to be accounted for to explain observations that

arise naturally in many biological systems.

3.3 Methods and Materials

3.3.1 Tubulin and microtubule polymerization

Tubulin was purified from bovine brain tissue according to the established protocol 155. We

conjugated two fluorescent dyes: Alexa Flour 568 NHS Ester (Life Technologies, A-20006),

Alexa Flour 647 NHS Ester (Life Technologies, A-20003) or biotin-PEG-NHS (Thermo
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Scienti1c, 20217) to tubulin as described previously 156. We prepared NEM-modified tubulin

by incubation of unmodified dimers at a concentration of 13 mg/ml with 1 mM NEM (N-

Ethylmaleimide, Sigma, E3876) and 0.5 mM GMPCPP (Jena Bioscience, NU-405S) on ice

for 10 minutes and then quenching the reaction with 8 mM beta-mercapthoethanol (Sigma,

M6250) for another 10 mins 156. All labeled and unlabeled tubulin monomers were stored at

-80 ◦ C.

3.3.2 Bead functionalization

Carboxyl silica microspheres (d=0.97 μm, Bangs Labs SC04N/9895) were coated with

NeutrAvidin-DyLight488 conjugate (Thermo Scientific, 22832) by incubating the mix-

ture of beads and protein at pH=8.0 in presence of N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, Sigma,

130672) and N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC,

Sigma, E6383). The use of fluorescently labeled protein allows the bead to be imaged with

fluorescence microscopy in order to verify Neutravidin presence on the surface. However,

this is not always desirable. We have tested the protocol with a number of Neutravidin and

Streptavidin proteins from various suppliers (Sigma, Thermo Fisher) and concluded that

the protein attachment to the surface is reliable and reproducible.

3.3.3 Buffer solutions

Microtubules (MTs) were polymerized in the M2B buffer that contained 80 mM PIPES

(Sigma, P6757), 2mM MgCl 2 , 1mM EGTA (Sigma, E3889) and was titrated to pH=6.8

with KOH. As a result of titration with potassium hydroxide, the buffer contained 140

mM of K + ions. In order to extend the range of accessible ionic strength in the solution,
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we used M2B- 20 buffer that contained 20 mM PIPES, 2mM MgCl 2 , 1mM EGTA and was

titrated to pH=6.8 with KOH. As a result of titration with potassium hydroxide, the buffer

contained∼ 35 mM of K + ions. Oxygen scavenger solution was prepared immediately

before use by combining equal volumes of solutions of glucose (Sigma, G7528), glucose

oxidase (Sigma, G2133) and catalase (Sigma, C40). Resulting mixture was diluted into the

final sample in order to achieve the following concentrations: 40 mM Glucose, 250 nM

glucose oxidase, 60 nM catalase (Gell et al., 2010).

3.3.4 Microscopy and optical trapping

The position of the detection bead is sampled with the QPD at a rate of 100 KHz and av-

eraged in bins of 1000 samples, effectively resulting in a sampling rate of 100 Hz, i.e. about

100 times per step. The force on the detection bead is obtained by multiplying the displace-

ment of the bead by the stiffness ko of the optical trap.

All experiments required simultaneous use of fluorescence and brightfield microscopy

modes, as well as optical trapping. We used an inverted Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U with

Nikon PlanFlour 100x oil-immersion objective (NA=1.3) equipped with the epifluores-

cence illumination arm, either a mercury-halide (X-Cite 120Q) or LED (Lumencor SOLA)

light source, and an appropriate set of filter cubes (Semrock). In order to have multiple in-

dependently controlled optical traps we used an optical bench set-up based on two acousto-

optical deflectors (AODs) - see 157. Briefly, the AOD consists of a transparent crystal, in

which an acoustic wave is induced by applied radio-frequency (RF, several MHz) electric

current. The incoming laser beam interacts with the traveling sound wave and is deflected

at a small angle, which depends on the RF current frequency. When the AOD crystal is
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imaged onto the back focal plane of a microscope objective, deflection of the beam is con-

verted into translation of the focused laser spot in the focal (specimen) plane. By combin-

ing two AODs with perpendicular orientation, one can achieve precise control of the laser

trap position in two dimensions within the focal plane of the microscope Molloy1997.

In our set-up, laser beam from a continuous infrared laser (1064 nm, Coherent Com-

pass CW IR) is expanded and sent through the AOD (Intra-Action Corp., Model DTD-

276HD2). The deflected beam is sent through a set of telescope lenses into the objective.

The deflection angle of the AOD is controlled by custom LabVIEW software, which allows

for positioning of optical traps in the x-y plane with nanometer precision.

In order to calibrate the optical traps, the setup was equipped with a separate laser (830

nm, Point Source iFlex 2000) and a quadrant photodiode (QPD) detection system 158. Volt-

age readings from the QPD, which are directly proportional to the bead x and y coordi-

nates, were obtained with 100 kHz frequency. The voltage readings were Fourier trans-

formed and the trap stiffness was obtained from the Lorentzian fit to the power spectrum 159,140

3.3.5 Bead attachment

We follow bead-microtubule attachment protocols very similar to those in the literature 103,102.

We prepare segmented microtubules in which short regions (seeds) are labeled with biotin.

The biotinylated seeds and the biotin-free elongated segment are labeled with 2 different

fluorescent dyes, which allows us to distinguish them and attach the Neutravidin-coated

silica beads to the biotin labeled MT seeds through manipulations with laser tweezers (Fig.

3.1A). Presence of biotin either throughout the filaments or in localized segments does not

affect the measured single filament buckling force. For the case of the bacterial flagella, we
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labeled the entire filament with the fluorescent dye and biotin. In the end, our experiments

seem consistent with an essentially rigid microtubule-bead attachment. We note that a fi-

nite range of bead movement or rotation relative to the attachment point would appear as a

flat region near zero strain in the force-strain curve, which we do not observe.

3.3.6 Force averaging

Trap separation is controlled by acousto-optical deflectors (AODs), and changed in discreet

steps of 2 – 10 nm every 0.5 – 1 s. For a given trap separation, the force on the detection

bead is obtained by multiplying the displacement of the bead (from the center of the opti-

cal trap) with the stiffness of the calibrated optical trap. The position of the detection bead

is sampled with a quadrant photodiode (QPD) at a rate of 100 KHz and averaged in bins

of 1000 samples, effectively resulting in a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Since trap separation is

changed every 0.5 – 1 s, the force on the bead is measured 50 – 100 times at a given distance.

Several cycles of buckling and extension (”back-and-forth runs”) are performed for a given

filament so that in the end, the raw force data is binned by trap separation and the average

and standard deviation of the force in each bin are computed. Notably, then, force is aver-

aged both over time and over multiple runs.

The minimum in the force-displacement curve separates the tensile and the compres-

sive regimes and allows us to determine the equilibrium bead separation of the beads, i.e.

the effective length L of the filament segment being actively stretched or buckled. Due to

thermal fluctuations and other noise, experimentally measured forces fluctuate in direction

(and magnitude). Since fluctuations in the direction perpendicular to the line connecting

the optical traps average out to zero, the forces reported in our manuscript are the parallel
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components. In the manuscript, we present force - averaged and projected as explained - in

terms of strain corresponding to bead separation, rather than optical trap separation (the

schematic in Figure 3.1A illustrates the distinction). We compute bead separation from trap

separation, measured force, and optical trap stiffness.

3.3.7 Simulations of flagellar buckling

To quantitatively describe the measured force-strain curve, the flagellar filament is modeled

as a collection ofNmasses connected to their neighbors with very stiff linear springs of con-

stant k (Fig. 3.3A, right inset, blue). Bending energy of a triplet is encoded by a parameter

κ, and φ, the angle determined by the triplet (Fig. 3.3A, right inset, red) according to Eq.

3.3. The trapped beads are represented as masses connected to their attachment points by

springs of stiffness kb and rest length equal to the radius of the bead b. The optical beads are

enforced to remain normal to the filament at the attachment point by defining a bending

energy Vbend (κb,π/2)with a sufficiently large κb and rest angle π/2 for the triplet consist-

ing of the bead, its attachment point, and a neighboring mass (Fig. 3.3A, left inset).

Since the flagellum and the bead are essentially inextensible, k and kb are set to values

which are sufficiently large to essentially establish them as fixed parameters. The same is

true for κb, as explained above, and for the numberN of beads used that make up the flag-

ellum. Thus, the only free parameter is κ, which is related to flexural rigidity B as follows:

κ =
BN
L .
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3.3.8 Simulations of microtubule buckling

To fit experimental data for microtubules we model them as 3D networks of springs and

simulate their quasistatic, overdamped mechanical response via the molecular dynamics

software Espresso 160,161

In vivo, MTs most commonly appear with 13 protofilaments (although there are excep-

tions depending on the cell type), whereas in vitro structures with 9 – 16 protofilaments

have been observed 149. Since the exact structure of microtubules can vary and since it has

been shown that protofilament orientation is not important with respect to mechanical

properties 162,163, we consider the simplest case of 10 aligned protofilaments. Because mi-

crotubule monomers are composed of alpha- and beta-tubulin, they can contact other

monomers laterally through alpha-alpha, beta-beta, or alpha-beta interactions. While there

are differences in these interactions (and generally, in the mechanical properties of alpha-

and beta-tubulin), they are relatively small so that it is safe to neglect these differences 120,139.

The microtubule is modeled as a planar spring network network wrapped into a cylin-

drical shell (Fig. 3.2A). Energies are of two types: stretching energies Vstretch (Eq. 3.2) deter-

mined by the distance between pairs of particles connected by springs, and bending ener-

gies Vbend (Eq. 3.3) determined by the angle formed by neighboring triplets. Anisotropy is

achieved by setting independent parameters ka, κa and kc, κc for the bending and stretching

energies in the axial and circumferential directions, respectively (Fig. 3.2A). The parameter

d (the distance between consecutive simulated dimers along the same protofilament) can set

the level of coarse-graining, with d ≈ 8 nm for real microtubules. The distance between

dimers at the same cross-section is denoted by p = 2R sin (π/10).

Table 1 shows the relationship between the microscopic parameters of the model and the
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three corresponding macroscopic elastic constants Ea, Ec andG. The formulas are based

on the orthothropic elastic shell model and involve an “equivalent” thickness h and a “ef-

fective” thickness for bending h0. The reason for this duality is that the actual thickness of

the cross section of a microtubule varies periodically along the circumferential direction,

between a minimum of about 1.1 nm (the ‘bridge’ thickness) and a maximum of about 4 -

5 nm 128. When modeled as a shell of uniform thickness, the actual cross section of a micro-

tubule is replaced by an annular cross section with equivalent thickness h ≈ 2.7 nm 164.

However, the effective bending stiffness is different; since most of the strain is localized

to the bridges between the protofilaments93, the effective bending stiffness is closer to the

bridge thickness. According to 164,93, h0 ≈ 1.6 nm.

It must be noted that microtubules are not exactly thin shells, while the formulas shown

in Table 1 apply in that limit. As a consequence, the numerical factors in the formulas are

not precisely correct. Because of this, the formulas need to be adjusted by numerical fac-

tors; we do so by considering, for instance, a basic shear deformation, computing its elastic

strain energy and adjusting the numerical factor to ensure agreement between the energy

computed in the simulation and the theoretical energy. Interestingly, the orthotropic shell

model does not contain an energy penalty for cross-sectional shearing. In simulations, this

leads to an unphysical instability which can be resolved, for instance, by running the simu-

lation at very high damping (which would, however, greatly increase the runtime). A faster

way of resolving this artifact is to stabilize the microtubule in the lateral direction, effec-

tively not allowing its centerline to break lateral symmetry by going out of plane.

Each optical bead is represented by a particle connected to a single particle on the mi-

crotubule by a very stiff spring as well as a very stiff angle interaction aimed at keeping the
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‘bead’ perpendicular to the attachment point. The left bead is fixed, while the right one is

free to move. Starting with the filament unstretched, we move the mobile bead in small in-

crements dx. After each move, we fix the position of the bead and allow the system to relax.

The relaxation time is98:

τrelax ∼
γL4

B ,

where γ is the friction coefficient. The parameter γ determines both how fast the system

relaxes (smaller γ leads to faster relaxation) and how fast its kinetic energy decays (larger

γ leads to faster decay). Sufficiently large values of γ correspond to overdamped kinetics,

but the trade-off between relaxation and decay of kinetic energy implies that intermediate

values of γ optimize computation time. Such values of γ are still acceptable, as they will

lead to the same results provided kinetic energy has dissipated sufficiently and that there are

no instabilities. To check that the value of γ and the relaxation timescales are adequate, the

system can be run forwards then backwards - if there is no hysteresis, then the parameters

are adequate. This only holds until the system undergoes a kinking transition; once kinking

takes place, hysteresis will occur even in the truly overdamped limit.
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4
Peeling adherent filaments

Nearly a century ago, Obreimoff measured the hysteresis associated with splitting/rehealing

a mica sheet 165,166,167. Yet, the microscopic mechanisms behind hysteresis are often poorly

understood and indeed it remains a challenge to interpret experimental results on hystere-

sis4. Hysteretic behavior in peeling, fracture, or adhesion processes is ubiquitous 168,169,170,171,172,173,174,175.

It is observed experimentally or theoretically postulated in systems spanning many or-
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ders of magnitude, including peeling graphene and carbon nanotubes4,176, gecko adhe-

sion4,177,178, actin bundling and dissolution 179, DNA melting and denaturation 180,181, ad-

hering vesicles 182, partially frayed dynamic axonemes 183 and extensile microtubule bundles

that generate autonomous flows.

While adhesion hysteresis is often a consequence of velocity-dependent mechanisms 184,185,166,

here we consider static hysteresis, which we argue is a consequence of the elastic energy re-

leased due to the local failure of each bond 186,187,5 coupled to a non-local elastic equilibra-

tion of the system. However, unlike formulations of peeling phenomena that have focused

on shearing modes to demonstrate how hysteresis due to breaking and reforming of the

elastic links 187,186, here we consider bending dominated deformations of very stiff filaments,

consistent with the many recent experiments that explore this mode4,176,4,177,178,183.

4.1 Results

The discrete model consists of two elastic chains interacting with each other adhesively

through reversibly breakable, non-hysteretic springs (Fig. 4.1A). Each chain is assumed to

have n particles with spacing Δl = L/(n − 1) ≈ L/n, where L is the length of a chain.

The adhesive interaction is associated with breakable elastic links of stiffnessK, rest length

y0, and cutoff y0 + yc that connect corresponding particles on the two chains. One chain is

fixed, acting as a rigid foundation, while the other one initially starts in equilibrium and is

quasi-statically loaded and unloaded at one end. The potential energy of such a system is:
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Φ =
1
2

[ n−1∑
i=2

B
Δl (θi − π)2 +

n−1∑
k=1

k (rk+1 − rk − Δl)2
]

+
1
2

n∑
k=1

min
(
K
(
r′k − rk

)2
,Ky2c

)
(4.1)

where the first term represents bending energy defined in terms of the angle θi formed by

triplets of neighboring particles (i − 1, i, i + 1) along the mobile chain, the second term

corresponds to filament stretching, where rk = (xi, yi), r′k =
(
xj, yj

)
are position vectors for

the mobile and fixed chains, respectively and k is the intrachain stifness, and the third term

– modeling adhesion – corresponds to stretching the links between chains.

As we consider the limit of inextensible filaments, the springs connecting particles on the

same chain become very stiff, k → ∞, so that stretching energy becomes negligible. The

overdamped equations of motion can be written as− dΦ/drk = γtṙk and− dΦ/dθi =

γrθ̇i, where γt and γr are translational and rotational damping coefficients.

Our system is characterized by three length scales: Δl, yc, and lH ∼ (BΔl/K)1/4 an emerg-

ing length scale that is easiest to recognize in terms of a natural continuum theory 188,189 for

the height profile y (x) inside the bonded region x > 0 (Fig. 4.1A). Indeed, by coarse-

graining the discrete energy (1) over length scales large compared to the spacing Δl between

bonds, replacing differences by derivatives (π − θ → y′; r′k − rk → y (x)), we find that the

Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the continuum version of the functional (1) is

By′′′′ + K
Δly = 0. (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: (A)Top:Representationofpeelingagraphenesheet(left)andexperimentalimagefrompeelingapressure
sensitiveadhesive(right).Imagesreproducedfrom4and5,respectively.Bottom:Discreteelasticchainpeelingaway
fromaflatadherentsubstrate.Zoomedinregionillustrateschainandbondrearrangementafterbondbreakage:as
therightmostbondbreaksandmovesawayfromthesubstrate,remainingbondsstretchmoretoaccomodatethe
increasedstress.(B)PlotofscaledbendingenergŷEb = Eb/E0

b versusscaledendpointdisplacementy/yc from
simulation(E0

b = Bκ2
c lH = By2c/l3H isthenaturalscaleforbendingenergy).Arrowsindicatethesequenceof

motionofthefreeenddisplacement:firstincreasing(upperpart),thendecreasingbacktozero(lowerpart).Filament
configurationsarerepresentedvisuallyatpairsofpointsindicatedbyredandorangesymbols,respectively.(Inset):
Sawtoothpatternaccompaniesbondbreakageorre-forming.Energylossfollowingsinglebondbreakageisdenoted
δEb (red),whilenetbendingenergychangethataccompaniespeelingofonesegmentisdenotedδUb (green).

With boundary conditions y (∞) → y0, y′ (∞) → 0, y′′′ (0) = 0, and y (0) ≈ yc, the

solution for y (x) follows immediately:

y (x) = ymax e−x/lH cos (x/lH + φ) + y0 (4.3)

where the healing length lH =
√

2 (BΔl/K)1/4 is an intrinsic length scale that dictates

the size of the transition zone between the peeled and bonded domains 188,189. The curva-

ture at the peeling boundary is κc = y′′ (0) ≈ 2yc/l2H tan (φ) = κpred
c tan (φ), where

κpred
c = 2yc/l2H corresponds to the value used in the continuum elasticity literature 190,191,170.

However, we find that generally the factor tan (φ) = κc/κpred
c ̸= 1 so that κc ̸= κpred

c .
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Figure 4.2: (A)FrayingofacompositeMTbundleinresponsetoatensileforceappliedwithopticaltweezers(bottom)
alongsidecorrespondingschematics(top,notto-scale).Redcirclesindicatetrappositions.(B)Measuredforce-strain
exhibitedhysteresisassociatedwithbundlefrayingandrehealing.Filamentconfigurationscorrespondingtopoints
(a)to(d)areshowninpanelA.Arrowsindicatethemeasuredforceastheopticaltrapappliesbucklingforcesand
subsequentlyrelaxesbacktowardstheequilibrium.Strainε isdefinedasε = (d − L)/L,whered isthebead
separationandL isthefilamentlengthbetweenthetwoattachmentpoints.

In terms of three length scales, we can generate two independent dimensionless quan-

tities: Δl/lH and yc/lH (in addition to n). Intuitively, Δl/lH characterizes the mechanical

response along the filament direction, while yc/lH relates to the peeling angle (see Section

4.3.4).

Switching back to the discrete model (Eq. 4.1), simulated using Brownian dynamics 160

at zero temperature , we find that when one end of the mobile chain is quasi-statically

loaded, bonded segments successively peel from the substrate and the boundary that sep-

arates bonded and debonded phases advances. In the unloading phase, the displacement

direction of the free end reverses, causing debonded segments to successively re-enter the

interaction range, where they re-adhere to the substrate (healing) thus reversing the prop-

agation direction of the peeling front. The healing path, however, is different from the

peeling path. When a local bond breaks, the global shape of the loaded filament rearranges

reducing its bending energy by δEb (Fig. 4.1B, inset). Simultaneously, the load on the re-

maining springs increases. Upon rupture, the free chain segment moves further away from

the range of the adhesive potential such that on its way back it needs to travel more in order
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to re-form. Thus, while a single isolated bond is not hysteretic in itself, hysteresis emerges

from the coupling of a local event (bond breaking) to a nonlocal event (overall elastic relax-

ation); this leads to energy loss during bond breaking and re-forming events. Hysteresis is

apparent, for example, in bending energy versus strain plots (Fig. 4.1B), which reveal a char-

acteristic sawtooth pattern arising from alternating elastic loading regimes due to continu-

ous accumulation of the bending energy and discontinuous debonding transitions between

different metastable branches 187,186.

After a local bond breaks the global filament shape rearranges leading to a decreases in

its bending energy δEb. This energy is only partially balanced by an increased load on the

remaining springs, i.e. an increase δEs in the adhesion energy. Consequently, the net energy

change of the filament is δE = δEb + δEs < 0 *. We expect energy jumps at peeling events

(δEb indicated in the inset of Fig. 4.1B and the corresponding jump in adhesion energy δEs)

to scale as an energy times a function of the dimensionless quantity that governs mechanical

response, Δl/lH: δEb, δEs ∼ E0
bΔl/lH ∼ Ky2c , with E0

b ≡ Bκ2
c lH being the natural scale for

bending energy †.

However, the net energy loss due to a single bond breaking, δE, must satisfy the limit

δE → 0 as Δl/lH → 0. Since the stress at the free end is accommodated over a scale lH in-

side the bonded domain, when Δl ≪ lH, bond breakage will have a negligible effect on the

shape of the peeled filament and thus on the stress distribution. Thus, the simplest possible

scaling for δE is δE ∼ Ky2c × (Δl/lH) ∼ E0
b × (Δl/lH)2, which is confirmed by simula-

tions (see Fig. 4.5) ‡. To obtain the scaled energy loss due to the breakage of a single bond

*When a bond reforms, δEb > 0 and δEs < 0 such that there is still net energy dissipation δE < 0.
†The same scaling also applies to δUb, the net bending energy change corresponding to peeling a single

segment (Fig. 4.1B, inset). Intuitively, δUb ∼ Bκ2
cΔl ∼ Bκ2

c lH × (Δl/lH)E0
bΔl/lH

‡Interestingly, in going from Eb to δEb (the difference of two envelope functions E+
b and E−

b going
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Figure 4.3: (A)Microtubulefrayingexperimentmodeledbyanetworkofsprings.Thelongerfilament(blue)isattached
rigidlytotwoopticalbeads(yellow),whiletheshorter,adheringfilament(red)isattachedtoonlyonebead.Theright
opticalbeadismobile,whiletheleftoneisfixed.(B)ScaledforcêF = F/ (B/L2)plottedasafunctionofimposed
strainε fortwosimulationswithparameterscalingasK → n3K,yc → yc/n2.

δewe divide δE by the bending energy scale E0
b : δe = δE/E0

b ∼ (Δl/lH)2. As we change

the discretization n (and the adhesive interaction parameterK along with it), for hystere-

sis to be independent of discretization, the scaled energy loss summed across all segments

n δe ∼ n (Δl/lH)2 must remain invariant. In addition, the adhesion energy per unit length

J = nKy2c/Lmust also remain invariant. SubstitutingK = JL/ (ny2c) in the expression for

n δe and recognizing that lH = [BL/(nK)]1/4, we get:

n δe ∼ L2

n yc

(
J
B

)1/2

, (4.4)

which implies yc ∼ 1/n for n δe to remain fixed, since L, B, J are given. Invariance of J

requires thatK ∼ n. As a result, lH ∼ (nK)−1/4 ∼ 1/
√n, which means that in the contin-

uum limit the transition between strongly bonded and debonded regions occurs instantly,

without the weakly bound intermediate region.

Applying our findings to recent experiments reporting very large hysteresis in peeling

through the maxima/minima of the sawtooth pattern, respectively) and finally to δE (the difference between
the magnitudes of δEb and δEd) we tack on successive factors of Δl/lH.
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graphene4 provides an explanation for the unidentified cause of hysteresis in that system

(see Section 4.3.3)4. To further test this theory we turn to new experiments involving a pair

of microtubules (MTs) held together by the depletion interaction. To obtain such a sys-

tem, micron-sized silica beads are attached with optical tweezers at two points along a single

MT as described elsewhere 192. Next, a shorter MT is attached to the longer filament by

the depletion interaction and is linked to one bead by the biotin-streptavidin linkage (Fig.

4.2A). The mobile optical traps were displaced quasi-statically, subjecting the composite

bundle to buckling forces that were measured using conventional techniques 192. While the

adhering MTs initially buckle together, above a critical strain the free end of the shorter MT

begins to detach (“fray”). Further increasing strain, leads to almost complete peeling of the

shorter MT (Fig. 4.2A). From this point on, only the longer MT contributes to the buck-

ling force, which is roughly independent of strain due to the effective softening induced

by cross-sectional flattening 192,193. Reversing optical trap displacement reduces the strain,

eventually leading to re-adhesion (“healing”), albeit at a smaller curvatures/strains than at

peeling. Hysteresis is apparent in the force-strain curves associated with this measurement,

where strain ε = (d− L)/L (Fig. 4.2B).

Compared to peeling from a flat substrate, the microtubule system exhibits added com-

plexity, as both microtubules are allowed to bend. Consequently, we need to revisit the

theory, generalizing it for flexible substrates. Towards that end, we examine an elastic chain

model in which both filaments are mobile and we can apply a buckling force at one end,

through a bead attached to the longer filament (Fig. 4.3A). Letting functions κ (s) and

κ′ (s) characterize the curvatures of the two filaments, Eq. 4.3 still holds, but for relative

curvature κr (s) = |κ (s)− κ′ (s) |, whose maximal value κc determines the onset of fraying.
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Previously, κ′ = 0, κr = κ and the bending energy scale could be expressed in terms of κc:

E0
b ∼ Bκ2

c lH. Here, the analogous quantity is a “relative” bending energy Ẽ0
b ∼ Bκ2

c lH, while

the proper bending energy scale is E0
b (κ, κ′) = B/L (force B/L2 times length L).

We now assume, in analogy with results from our first model, that the net energy loss

δE ∼ Bκ2
c lH × (Δl/lH)2. Expressing the total scaled energy loss n δe = n δE/E0

b in terms of

adhesion energy per unit length J, we get:

n δe ∼ L
n y1/2c

(
J
B

)1/4

(κcL)2 , (4.5)

where J and κc are invariants. This implies yc ∼ 1/n2,K ∼ n3. Simulations (using the

same molecular dynamics setup as in the 1D model in 192 and adding a second filament and a

breakable adhesive interaction between corresponding beads on each filament) confirm that

the scaling formsK → n3K and yc → yc/n2 preserve hysteresis § (Fig. 4.3B). Previous mea-

surements indicate that MT depletion induced cohesion energy is J ∼ 0.1 pN, which allows

us to reproduce both the onset of fraying and approximate hysteresis size (Fig. 4.4, green

line). The precise hysteresis curve is not captured by our simple 1D model which ignores the

cross-sectional flattening of tubular MTs 192 .

4.2 Discussion

In this Letter, we have shown that in a generic model of peeling adhesion hysteresis arises

due to energy lost at sudden transitions between metastable states 187,186, a result that is pre-

served in the continuum limit. A similar mechanism arises in the Lake-Thomas effect 194,
§provided we adjust the length of the shorter filament to account for the changing healing length

lH ∼ 1/n, since the filaments are weakly bonded over this length scale.
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Figure 4.4: (A)Measuredforceplottedasafunctionofbundlestrainwith8.2μm longMTanda5.6μmshortMT(blue
solid).BucklingofasinglemicrotubuleoflengthL = 8.2μm isshowninred.Simulationresultsofafrayingbundleis
showningreen(B = 19 pN μm2,n = 100,K = 40 pN/μm,andyc = 0.02 μm)

where the energy required to rupture an elastomer is higher than that based on the energy

to break all the crossing the fracture plane 195, because in addition to breaking the polymer

chains spanning the crack, chains in a region around the crack are also highly stretched and

their energy is dissipated at fracture 196,177,197,195,198,199. This notion of stretching globally while

breaking locally can also be observed in our model, where at a given moment the adhesive

bonds within a region of size lH are stretched whereas upon peeling or healing, energy is re-

leased from a single spring, spanning a region of size Δl. The difference, however, is that in

our case when a bond breaks, it doesn’t result in relaxing the strain energy over the entire

region that is under stress, as is the case with fracture.

In addition, we found the proper ways of scaling adhesive parametersK and yc with
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discretization n in order to preserve hysteresis with coarse- or fine-graining a continuum

system, both in peeling from a flat and from a flexible substrate. Counter-intuitively, our

results also imply that, for a given n, there exists a single, well-defined choice of the adhe-

sion parametersK and yc (see 4.3.2) ¶. Our results should prove very useful in facilitating

the modeling and simulation of many quasi-continuum systems that can exhibit adhesion

hysteresis.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Energy loss and hysteresis prediction

In the case of fraying from a flat substrate, the net energy loss due to a single bond breaking

is δE = δEb + δEs < 0, where δEb and δEs are the bending and adhesion energies lost

after a bond breaks. Figure S1A shows the relation between the three energies. While δEb

and δEs both scale as the energy of a single adhesion-modelling spring (K y2c), the scaling

of the net energy loss per bond broken (or re-formed) contains an extra factor of Δl/lH:

δE ∼ Ky2c × (Δl/lH) ∼ E0
b × (Δl/lH)2 (where E0

b ≡ Bκ2
c lH is the natural scale for bending

energy). Consequently, the scaled net energy loss δe ≡ δE/E0
b scales as (Δl/lH)2:

δe ∼ (Δl/lH)2 ∼

√
K
B

(
L
n

)3

. (4.6)

Figure S1B tests the above scaling of δewith n, confirming that the exponent of n is ap-

proximately -3/2. Since scaled hysteresis size equals the total energy lost n δe across all n

individual bond breakage events, Eq. (S.1) provides a recipe for predicting and controlling
¶The fact that the cutoff length yc changes with n rather than being fixed at the actual cutoff of the adhe-

sion potential is also counterintuitive, and thus easily overlooked.
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hysteresis. For instance, hysteresis increases with increasing strengthK of the adhesive inter-

actions as well as with decreasing bending rigidity B of the filaments, but remains constant

as long as the ratioK/B does not change.

Figure 4.5: (A)Absolutevaluesofthefilament’sbendingandadhesionenergychangesatbondbreakageevents(blue
andyellow,respectively)asafunctionofthenumberofbondsbroken.Thedifferencebetweenthetwocurvesrepre-
sentsthenetenergylossδE.Parameters:L = 16 μm,B = 22 pNμm2,K = 40 pN/μm,n = 400,y0 = 5 nm,
yc = 10 nmforthecaseoffrayingfromaflatsubstrate.(B)Log-logplotofscaledenergylossδeversusthenumber
ofadhesivebondsn,whichvariesfromn = 70ton = 1600.AlltheotherparametersarethesameasinpanelA.
Becausescaledenergylossδechangeswithstrain,asinFig.S1A,thevaluesusedforδe inthisplotarealltakenatthe
samevalueofstrain.

For the more general case in which both filaments are allowed to bend, as in the micro-

tubule fraying experiments, the same general arguments hold, though the specific func-

tional dependence of scaled energy loss δe changes, since there are now two natural energy

scales: Ky2c × (Δl/lH) and B/L. Expressed in terms of the invariant adhesion energy per

unit length J rather than in terms of the adhesive spring stiffnessK, the scaled energy loss

summer over all bonds is:

n δe ∼ L3

n y1/2c

(
J
B

)5/4

. (4.7)
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This equation suggests that in order to increase hysteresis, we could, for instance, design

stronger adhesive interactions, softer filaments, or increase the length of the filaments. We

note that some effects are not captured by the above equation, as hysteresis size will also

depend nontrivially on the length L2 of the shorter filament as well as on the maximum

strain. Figure S2A illustrates this through data from two simulations in which all condi-

tions are identical except for the length L2 of the second filament. When L2 = 0.7L1, the

force starts out higher (blue curve) than when L′
2 = 0.6L1 (red dashed curve), but once it

frays sufficiently, it collapses onto the curve corresponding to L′
2 = 0.6L1. Thus, when

the other parameters are identical, a larger L2 produces a larger hysteresis, provided that the

maximum strain also stays the same. (Conversely, if the red curve in Fig. S2A continued to

even higher strains, it could achieve a larger hysteresis than the blue curve, despite having a

smaller L2).

Figure 4.6: (A)Scaledforceversusstrainforsimulationsinwhichthelengthoftheshorterfilamentisvariedfrom
L2 = 0.7L1 (blue)toL2 = 0.6L1 (red,dashed).Parameters:L = 8 μm,B = 22 pNμm2,K = 400 pN/μm,
n = 100,y0 = 5 nm,yc = 10 nm.(B)Log-logplotofscaledenergylossδeversusthenumberofadhesivebondsn,
whichvariesfromn = 70ton = 1600.Alltheotherparametersarethesameasin(A).Becausescaledenergylossδe
changeswithstrain,asinFig.S1A,thevaluesusedforδe inthisplotarealltakenatthesamevalueofstrain.

To test our predictions for hysteresis size, we examine our data on microtubule fraying
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experiments. Since Eq. (S.2) does not account for the effect of L2 on hysteresis size, we are

limited to comparing data sets with either equal ratios of filament lengths L2/L1 or with

equal conditions but different lengths L2. A comparison of the latter k (equal L1; B and J

not measured) is shown in Fig. S2B. Surprisingly, the rule that hysteresis decreases when

the second filament is shorter is not satisfied in this case, possibly indicating large varia-

tions in the bending rigidity B and/or adhesion energy J. In fact, it is improper to character-

ize microtubules by a single bending rigidity as we might do with simple Euler-Bernoulli

beams; as anisotropic hollow shells, they exhibit non-classical behavior associated with

cross-sectional softening and the subsequent approach to a force plateau and need at least

two parameters to characterize their degrees of freedom – circumferential bending and

shearing 192. In the absence of precisely knowing the MT mechanical parameters and ad-

hesion energy in our experiments, it is difficult to experimentally verify our model’s predic-

tion on hysteresis scaling.

4.3.2 Hysteresis-preserving fine/coarse-graining

In practice, if we are simulating a continuum system, for example, we may know its adhe-

sion energy per unit length J = nKy2c/L. In theory, this allows us complete freedom over

two adhesion parameters, spring stiffnessK and range yc as long as they satisfy the con-

straint J = nKy2c/L. Even better, if we also know the range/cutoff yc, we might assume

K is determined byK = JL/(ny2c) and thus scales as 1/n. Surprisingly, we will show that

both of these expectations are entirely wrong. For instance, simulations clearly indicate that

hysteresis vanishes as we increase nwhile scalingK ∼ 1/n (Fig. S3A).

To understand this, we can rewrite Eq. (S.1), multiplying by n to get total scaled energy
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loss n δe (summed over all n bonds) and substituting the invariant J forK = JL/(ny2c):

nδe ∼ L2

nyc

(
J
B

)1/2

, (4.8)

From this, we see that scalingK ∼ 1/nwhile keeping yc constant results in hysteresis n δe

vanishing as 1/n. This predicted exponent indeed matches the simulation data (Fig. S2B).

Figure 4.7: (A)ScaledforcêF ≡ F/(Byc/l3H)versusscaledfreeenddisplacementy/yc forsimulationsinwhich
adhesionenergyperunitlengthJ = nKy2c/L iskeptconstantthroughscalingK ∼ 1/n.Parameters:L = 16 μm,
B = 22 pNμm2,y0 = 5 nm,yc = 10 nm.(B)Log-logplotofscaledhysteresis(red)versusthenumberofadhesive
bondsn,whichvariesfromn = 100ton = 800.ParameterscorrespondtothoseinpanelA.Scaledhysteresisis
calculatedastheareaenclosedbytheforce-displacementcurvesinpanelA.Thepredicted1/nscaling(blackdashed
line)agreesverywellwithsimulationsforlargern,whiledeviationsatsmallernareexplainedbydiscretesizeeffects.

Equation (S.3) also tells us the proper scaling of adhesion parameters that preserves hys-

teresis: since everything else on the right hand side is constant, we must have nyc = con-

stant, i.e. yc ∼ 1/n, which then impliesK ∼ n (in order to keep J constant). This scaling is

confirmed by simulations (Fig. S4A). Thus, we can writeK = An and yc = C/n, where

A and C are constants. At first glance, it is tempting to assume that any choice ofA and C

satisfying the constraint J = AC2/L is equally valid. In fact, no degeneracy is possible in
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choosing these constants, as different choices of C = nyc will change the amount of hystere-

sis:

nδe ∼ L2

nyc

(
J
B

)1/2

=
L2

C

(
J
B

)1/2

. (4.9)

Figure 4.8: (A)ScaledforcêF ≡ F/(Byc/l3H)versusscaledfreeenddisplacementy/yc forsimulationsinwhich
adhesionenergyperunitlengthJ = nKy2c/L iskeptconstantthroughscalingK ∼ nandyc ∼ 1/n.Parameters:
L = 8 μm,B = 22 pNμm2.(B)Energylossperbondbrokenorre-formed,δE,versusthecumulativenumberof
bondsbrokenorreformedforthetwosimulationsinpanelA,withn = 100 (blueline)andn = 200 (solidredline).
Thetwoprofilescanbemadetocollapse(signifyingequalscaledhysteresissize)byscalingthehorizontalaxisbya
factorΔl/lH andtheverticalaxisbythebendingenergyscaleE0

b.

This implies – surprisingly – that there exists a single self-consistent way of fine/coarse-

graining a system while preserving hysteresis, i.e. a unique choice for the constantsA and

C. In practice, to find these constants, we can either try to estimate C from Eq. (S.4), where

for n δewe can substitute hysteresis size scaled by a bending energy scale, or we can simply

consider C as a parameter which we fit to the data.

The same principles also apply in the more general case in which both filaments are flexi-

ble. Equation (S.2) suggests the proper scaling of the adhesive parametersK and yc (K ∼ n3

and yc ∼ 1/n2) and indicates that no degeneracy is possible in choosing the constantsA

and C, whereK = An3 and yc = C/n2. Overall, our results provide a recipe for correctly
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discretizing a continuous system while preserving hysteresis.

Figure 4.9: (A)Forceversusdisplacementforsimulatinghysteresisinpeelinggraphene4.(Inset):Positionofthepeel-
ingboundaryversusverticaldisplacementofthefreeend.(B)Curvatureatthepeelingboundaryκc versusdisplace-
mentofthefreeendforthesameparametervalues.Parameters:L = 60μm,B = 3,K = 1000,yc = 0.0005,
n = 200.

4.3.3 Hysteresis in graphene peeling experiments

To test the coarse-graining procedure in a concrete setting, we refer to experiments such as

those involving peeling adherent microtubules, where we showed we can reproduce the on-

set and approximate size of hysteresis (Fig. 4). In the limit of peeling from a flat substrate,

we refer to a recent paper reporting substantial hysteresis in peeling a graphene sheet from

a flat surface, with the energy required for delamination roughly 100 times larger than the

energy recovered when readhered4. The graphene sheet has length L = 60 μm, bending

rigidity B ≈ 3 × 109 pN × μm2, and effective adhesion energy per unit length J ≈ 106 pN.

Using these parameters, and choosing a discretization size n = 80, we can find a value of

C for which we recover good agreement with the graphene data – in the relation between

peeling front position and vertical displacement (Fig. S5A), in the curvature at the peeling

boundary (Fig. S5B), as well as in the factor of∼ 10 difference between curvature κc in the
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peeling regime compared to that in the healing regime (Fig. S5B).

4.3.4 Peeling angle

Figure 4.10:Top:Peelingangleincreaseswithy/lH.Bottom:Plotsofscaledcurvatureatthepeelingbound-
aryκc/κpred

c asafunctionofscaledenddisplacementy/yc forasimulationwithlowpeelingangle(parameters:
L = 16 μm,B = 44 pNμm2,K = 40 pN/μm,n = 400,y0 = 5 nm,yc = 10 nm)aswellasonewitha
higherpeelingangle(sameparametersexceptfory0 = 100 nm,yc = 300 nm).

Intuitively, the peeling angle of the displaced filament is related by the dimensionless ra-

tio of transverse and longitudinal length scales yc/lH (Fig. S6). While the peeling angle does

not directly influence the response inside the bonded region (Eq. 2 and 3), it does deter-

mine how curvature decays outside the bonded region, from κc at the peeling boundary to

0 at the free end. In the limit of a low peeling angle α, curvature decays linearly from κc to

0 (Fig. S6, left inset); consequently, as the length of the peeled segment increases, so does

the size of this linear tail, causing the bending energy to continually increase. On the other

hand, for a high peeling angle α, the region of curvature decline in the debonded zone re-
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mains fairly constant in size (Fig. S6, left inset), such that bending energy saturates (as in

Fig. 1B).

Denoting the vertical displacement of the free end by y and the length of the peeled fila-

ment by s, we have from geometrical arguments:

κc ∼
y
s2 =

yc
l2H
. (4.10)

Therefore, the peeling angle y/s ∼ yc s/l2H. The above equation suggests that s ∼ √y, i.e.

the length of the peeled region scales as the square root of the vertical displacement.
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5
Conclusion

There is, of course, ample opportunity for future work in each of the soft matter problems

we examined. In random adsorption on a cylinder, carefully examining the late-time ki-

netics and accounting for the energetics of substrate and particle deformation are natural

next steps. In the bird communication problem, next steps may include further improv-

ing the statistical analysis (e.g. by including species abundance information, refining the
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spatial partitioning test, further investigating the new evenness index we propose) or un-

derstanding what drives the constraints and perhaps constructing a generative model. For

the microtubule softening problem, future work could, for instance, explore the biological

function of microtubule softening or survey to what extent our results can explain the huge

discrepancy in mechanical measurements of microtubules. Finally, for the adhesion hys-

teresis problem, one could experimentally test our predictions of hysteresis size or examine

what happens when the microtubule system becomes active, with motors crosslinking the

microtubules.
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